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INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. The following grammar treats of the dialect of Central, Northern,

and Western PuraniyA (Pumiah). This dialect is founded on the archaic

North Maithili dialect spoken in North Darbhangd and the Supaul subdivision

of Bhagalpur. A grammar and reading-book of Northern Maithili has been

published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal.* Towards Central Puraniyd this

dialect shows a distinct tendency towards Ban'gdli. The dialect of Eastern

PuraniyA is a variety of Ban'gAli.

§ 2. The alphabet and rules for spelling will be found in the General

Introduction to this series of grammars, and the remarks therein found axe

not repeated here.

* Introduction to the Maithili Language of North Bihar. By G. A. G-rierson.

Es. A. p.

Part I, Grammar (extra number, J. A. S. B., 1880) ... ... 2

Part II, Chrestomathy and Vooahulary (extra number, J. A. S. B., 1883) 4

Published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal.





IDTVX&XOJ^ I.

DECLENSION.

CHAPTEE I.

NOUNS.

§ 3. For general remarks, see the General Introduction, § 38 and ff.

The following are the post-positions used in declining the noun in

this dialect :

—

Pomer.

Nom. Wanting.

Ace. Wanting or % he.

Instr. % se or^ se. ' By.'

Dat. % ke. ' To.'

Abl. % se or^ se. ' From.'

Gen. ^ A, li ki, ^T kar, or %^ ker. ' Of.'

Loo. H me. ' In.'

Voc. Wanting.

All these post-positions will only be used in one example, that of tffer

ghord, * a horse
;

' but they can all be used with all nouns.
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Except that for the genitive, they can he used with all pronouns. In

the genitive singular many pronouns do not take these post-positions, but

have other forms subject to special rules.

The plural is the same as the singular.

The following are examples of declension :
—

§ 4. (a) Masculine Tadbhavas in ^x d.

Example of the declension of a tadhhava * masculine noun in ^t « :—

Tt^ ghord, *a horse/

( Weak, ^3 ghor. ) Long form,* ^^t?T ghofwd.
°^

' ( Strong, ^t^'\ ghord, ) Eedundant form,t w^^^T ghbrauwd.

Singular and Plural.

Norn. ^^T ' ghord, ' a horse.'

Ace. ^^ ghord or ^t^T % ghord ke, ' a horse.'

Instr. B^ % ghord se or ^ se, ' by a horse.'

Dat. ^^T % ghord ke, ' to a horse.'

Abl. wV?T f', ghord se, '^ se, ' from a horse.'

Gen. "^jm ghordk, ^^t % ghord kS, or ^"^^T ^^ ghord

kar or ^T ker, ' of a horse.'

Loo. v^y"^ ghord mS, ' in a horse.'

Voo. Tt ^fT ho ghord ! ' horse!'

' Or ^^ ghor, ^tW'sIT ghor'tvd, or sftTi^ ghorauwd, and so throughout.

* See G eneral Introduction, § 12.

t See Genera] Introduction, §§ 12, 38, and fE.
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§ 5. (b) Masculine Nouns ending in Silent Consonants.

Example of the deoleusion of a masculine noun ending in a silent

consonant :—

^?: ghar, 'a house/

{ Weak, 9t ghar. ") Long form,* ^r*^ ghar'wd.

'

X strong, 9^ ghard. ) Redundant form,* ^^?T gharauwd.

Singular and Plural.

Nom. '9X: ' ghar, ' a house.'

Ace. ^T ghar or ^T % ghar ke, * a house.'

Instr. -^ghare, VK % ghar se, 8fc., «by a house.'

Dat. ^T % ghar ke, ' for a house.'

Abl. ^K % ghar se, 8fc.,
- ' from a house.'

Gen. ^^^ gharak, ^x % ghar k6, 8fC., ' of a house.'

Loc. '9^ ghare, ^K w ghar me, ' in a house.'

Voo. ^ WT ho ghar ! ' Q house !'

^ Or gT'^^ ghar'wd, *I^=[I gharauwd, and so throughout.

§ 6. It is not necessary to decline further any nouns in full, as the

above examples suffice. All nouns ending in vowels are decHned like ^^
ghord, and all those ending in silent consonants like ^^ ghar. The final

syllables of all long and redundant forms may optionally be nasalised by the

addition of anundsik : thus^l'^v^T ghor'wd or^tfv^ ghor'wct ; V'^^X gharauwd

or ^^t' gharauwd ; w^^TT maliyd or wRsHiT maliyd.

Note, however, that

—

(1) Occasionally in the case of masculine nouns ending in a silent

oonsonajt we find an instrumental in 4 e and a locative

in Ti e : thus Y^ ^ % si^ ham bate k j'aib, ' I shall take

away by force,' where w bale is the instrumental of sr^

bal, * force ;' ^tS ghdte, * at a landing stage,' locative of ^ts

ghat, 'a landing stage:' so also ^t wt ghare ghare, 'in

every house,' * from house to house.'

* See General Introduction, §§ 12, 38, and fi.
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(2) Certain verbal nouns ending in ^ ^ have an oblique form in

<8rr Id : thus ^^ dekhal, abl. t^s^rr % dikh'ld se, ' from

seeing ;' also verbal nouns in the form of the root have an

obHque form in jr e or Q «» ; thus %^ dekh, dat. ^^ % dekM

ke or ^^ % dekhai he, 'for seeing.' Full particulars

concerning these nouns will be found in § 111.

An example of each of the more common forms of nouns follows :

—

§ 7. (c) Masculine Tatsamas * in ^ ».

?T3iT raja, * a king/

Short form, ttstt rdjd. Long form,^ ^ST«^T raj'wd. Eedundant form,*

T«i^T rajaiiwd,

§ 8. (d) Masculine Nouns in t U

?rr^ maVi, *a gardener.'

Short form, wn^ mdli. Long form,* ^%^T maliyd. Redundant

form,* ^f«!l4<4l maliyawd or »?^?T maliwd.

§ 9. (e) Masculine Nouns in ^ u.

TT^ nau, *a barber/^

Short form, stt^ ndu. Long form,J «r^^T naiid ox. •n^T naud. Redundant

form,J •r^^r^ naiiawd or •ff^f^T nauawd.

* See General Introduction, §§ 12, 38, and ff., 34 and 36.

t Kellogg in his Hindi Grammar incorrectly gives ^T^ ds^A as an example of a

feminine noun in "m u : it is masculine. ^Tq dsv, is not used in Bihari, ?ftT lor being

the word for ' a tear.'

X See General Introduction, §§ 12, 38, and ff., 34 and 36.
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§ 10. (f) Peminine Nouns in t i and t ».

^^ pothi, * a book/

Short form, tJWI" pothi. Long form,* tftftraT pothiyd. Redundant

form,* iftf^iq^T pbthiyawd or 'Th^^T pothiwd.

TTf?r m^i ' night.'

Short form, xifff rati. Long form,* tfiniT rattya. Eedundant form,*

^fjra^ ratiyawd or T«ft^ ratiiod.

§ 11. (g) Feminine Nouns ending in a Silent Consonant.

TTfT 5a'^, *a word/
Short form, ^itt 6a^. Long form,* ^fii^ batiyd. Redundant form,

«id.<lT bdt'tcd.

§ 12. Periphrastic Plural.

With reference to the statement that the plural forms are the same

as the singular, it must be noted that every noun can also form a peri-

phrastic plural by the addition of the words ^r^ sai, f%^ sibM, f^^t sibi, ^ si,

or ^TK dr. Thus, nom. plur. ^tfT W^ ghora sab, ^tfi f^t ghora sibi, 8fc. j

aco. plur. yl^r ^T^ % ghora sab ke, ^t^l 1%^ % ghora sibi ke, and so on. In

the case of rational beings the word ^W log, ' people,' may also be used

;

thus,m^ wtT mali log, ' gardeners.'

§ 13. Geuitival Affixes.

The following examples have been specially designed to exhibit the use

of the genitival affixes :

—

1. % TTsrr^ «P<K 1^%. • This is the king's temple.'

1 rdjdk mandir chhikai.

2. ^^ ^r^ ^T ^T^ tWF. ' I am the maid-servant

Hamme Kans kar ddsin chhiko. of King Kans.*

* See General Introduction, §§ 12, 38, and ff., 34 and 36.
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3. ir^^TW^ f%^ %x: ^'TiT ^% »^^. ' A swarm of bees flew

Madhumdchhi sibz ker chuttd uri gelai. away.'

4. ^^ % WK^ fi^ ^t^ l'^- ' There is no sin in slajing

Chain he mdrcnk kuchhu dosh nahi. a deceiver.'

5. »r^TT %t w^??!' ^^ ^RJf ^g »^^. ' The women of Mathurd

Mathurd her maugi sab kdn'te chal gelai. departed weeping.'

6. ^sff «n:«^^ ^TcT ^^ ^•l^ '^^ ' Matters of many kinds

Bahut tar'hak bdt sab sunal gelai. were heard.'

7. ^^fe?j Ir ^iff xsz^TcTT ^ i^^. ' The four gates of crystal

Asphatik ke chard phatak'wd tuti gelai. broke.'

8. ^ %^^ ^n«rr ^. ' Kings of all countries

Des desak rdjd ailui. came.'

9. ^ ^^ TT^ %K ^2^^ f%%. ' They are the sons of

JJ sab mdli ker bet'tvd chhikai. the gardener.'

10. '^'w XT3iT%^»ITff'^ ^€f. 'I came into the king's

Hamme rdjd ker gam mS ailZ. villages.' *

11. TTf^K ^^ %K ^T fl^^^ "Vt^ W. ' There are many books in

Pandit sab ker ghar me anehpotM chhai. pandits^ houses.'



CHAPTER II.

ADJECTIVES.

§ 14. Gender.

See General Introduotion, § 42 and £f.

§ 15. Numeral Adjectives.

The cardinals are nearly the same as those in High Hindi. The follow-

ing are the ones that present points of difference :

—

1 =Trm Sk OT TT*iV ego.
\

28 = ^(^^ athais.

2 = -^ do^ -^jff Mgo, or ^t i

4 = "grf^ chdri.

9 = ifo na.

15 = ^^pxs panWa,

27 = ^H^

51 = ij^^

62 = ^T" haun.

67 = ^fcnsr sStaun.

68 = ^SN^sr Stkaun.

100 = ^ sai or go sa.

§ 16. Ordinals.

The ordinals up to ' sixth ' are as follows :^

1st = ^f^ pahil or ^i^^^s^^pahil'kd or ^r^f^

2nd = <|*1<

'

3r«? = ^^T tesar.

ith = ^T^t chauthd, ^ftw chdrim, or^^ chdram.

5th ^ 4s)i«)f pSeh'wd.

6th = ^3»^ chhath'wd.

The ordinals above * sixth ' are all formed by adding M' wa or «f s

to the cardinals : as ^gs^f das^wd ox ^^ daso, 'tenth;' "V^^^ pachas'ic^

or '^K^CT^ pachdso, ' fiftieth.'
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§ 17. Fractional Numbers.

These are—

i ='fj pa or VT^ pdioe.

^ = f?i% tihai.

i = ^-pT ddh.

or —i = T^^ paune.

U or +J =^^T sajoa.

1| = §e derh

+ 5 = ^it" sari^e.

§ 18. Multiplicatives.

Multiplicatives, such as the English * twice ' and • thrice, ' are not

found in this dialect. The Bihari idiom is illustrated in such phrases as

^ ^ ^^^ do sate chaudah, ' two seven's, fourteen ;' Wo fhtrr sid ix^ chha

tiyd athdrah, * six three's, eighteen,' which correspond to the English idioms

' seven times two ' and ' three times six.' Numbers thus used are called

multiplicatives, and differ in some respects from the cardinals. The

following are the multiplicative numbers up to 10, including fractions :

—

X 1, ^ M.

X IJ, w^ saw&.

X \\, ^^i daurhd.

-X 2, f;irT dund.

X 2^, ^f^ arhaiyd.

X 3, fH«fT tiyd.

X 3^, SIT hiitthd.

X 4, ^^ chaukd.

X 4i, ef'^T dhmcha,

X 5, ^^%^ panjd.

X 5|, if^-m pahurlehd.

X 6, w^T chhakkd,

X 7, ^ sate.

X 8, ^"f dtthe.

X 9, srao «aetfa.

X 10, ^ff 6?aA^'.

§ 19. Definite Cardinals.

These are as follows :

—

Wt ego, ' the one.'

^ duo, ^> dunno, ' the two,' ' both ;'

^ffsrr tifio, ' the three ;'

^ilriTr chdrio, ' the four ;' and so on,
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adding ^ o to the nuiaerals. Example : in^ «TT ^"^t Wfi pdM hhdi

,
jaure chhat, 'the five brothers are an undivided family.'

§ 20. Indefinite Cardinals.

The termination -^ nhm or '^ hm added to the numbers ' one hundred,'

• one thousand,' and so on, always denotes an indefinite number of these aggre-

gates. In this idiom' ^i^X sa*A.«»" is always substituted for ^ sfflj, 'one

hundred.' Examples are #^Tt?ff^ salk'ranhm per^ ' hundreds of trees ;""

'^aiK» '^ hajdr'hm, 'thousands;' ^ '

i<s|."
4^'' lakh'km, 'tens of thousands;'

ssvajK:^' ^^*f|' ^li hajdr'hm adimi mailai, ' thousands of men died.'

§ 21. Collective Numerals.

These—viz. ^^ jord, ' a pair, ' irsT gandd, ' a four '—are the same

as in High Hindi.
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PRONOUNS.

§ 22. The following tables show the declensional forms of the prin-

cipal pronouns and pronominal forms.

The declension of pronouns presents some important points of difference

from that of nouns, which must be carefully noticed.

While nouns frequently remain unchanged before post-positions,

pronouns, with few exceptions, change to some other form, called the oblique

or inflected base.

The accusative singular of pronouns is, with one or two exceptions,

never the same as the nominative. In circumstances corresponding to those

in which the accusative of a noun takes the nominative form, the accusative

of a pronoun usually takes the oblique form without any post-position.

The genitive forms of pronouns ending in ^ rand si w are also to be'

noticed.

Pronouns have the same form, whether referring to masculine or

feminine nouns. With the exception of the pronouns of the second person,

they all want the vocative case.

§ 23. Pronouns of the First Person and of the Second

Person Non-Honorific.

These pronouns have in the singular each two forms—a shorter and
a longer. The shorter form is rarely used except in poetry.
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ham, *I/

Singular.

Shorter form.

Nom. Wanting.

Longer form.

%v ham, f^ hamme, or ^J^ hamme.

Aoo. *rKT ' mora or »fY^T % mora he. 'm^KT ' ham'rd or ^^nj %
harrHra he.

Instr. fl^KT % mora se.

Dat. wYkt % mora ke.

Abl. n^ % mora se.

Gen. lilr mor.

Loo. w^KT% mora me.

Voc. ^an<«M<)'.

^'T^';t % ham'rd se.

^VTX % ham'rd ke.

^^>XT % ham'rd- se.

XVK. hamar.

TTJTT fl^ ham'rd mS.

' ^tIx)' JBoro and =f»i~T)" ham'ro may be used for »?)tt mori and -f*!"*.! ham'rd in an

emplatio sense : thus -^*)-<V ^ ham'ro da, ' give to me also.' In poetry ' a shorter

oblique form, 'Tl'fT mohi, instead of fftTT mord, is sometimes found. ?*t Aa»» may be

used throughout instead of ^iT'Ti' ham'rd.

The plural is the- same as the singtilar. A periphrastic plural is formed

as in the case of substantives ; thus nom. ^^j^ct ^w ham'rd sab, 'titi^t ^
ham'rd si, or '^VTXf ^TT ham'rd dr, and so on. ^it '9^ ^am saJ is also used,

but not ^f( ^ ham si, 8[c.

"^W hammu is used emphatically to mean 'I ( we ) also.'
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iff to, 'thou/

Singular.

Shorter form. Longer form.

Nom. WoAitinq. i^ to ox -^ tL

Aoc. WtTT' tord or iflTT % iord lee. ^ftT^TT' toh'rd or ifW-KT % toh rd

he.

iDstr. wtTT % tord se. ^^^XJ t toh'rd se.

Dat. ^ftrr % tord ke. ?rh|5xrr % toh'rd ke.

Abl. JTlXT % tord se. - "^t^Tj t toh'rd se.

Glen. Ttft-*: tor. ^t^xtohar.

Loe. fflTTH tord me. iPr^-Jj'^ toh'rd me.

Voo. Wanting. . 'i\^ ho to.

' gYrV toro -and gtT''^' toh'ro may be used for TTtTT tord and cT^f^TT ^oAVti in an

empliatic sense : thus rttr^^ ^Wt^ toh'ro dekhaiohhi, ' I see you also.' In poetry a

shorter oblique form, citfT (ohi instead of ^trr tord, is sometimes found.

Plural.

The plural is tlie same as tlio singular. A periphrastic plural is formed

as in the case of suhstantives ; thus, nom. 5b^j "^ tord sab, ?rt^ ^ tord si,

^XKJ "^T^ tord dr, and soon; so also ffTr^xn' ^A toh'rd sab, &c. iff ^^

to sab, y ^^ t'S. sab, are also used.

§ 24. Pronoun of the Second Person Honorific and

Reflexive Pronoun.

^?nT^ ap^ne, ^Tf ihd, or ^Tf aJid,

' your honor/

This pronoun is declined regularly like a substantive : thus—^ip^ %
ap'we ke, ^Tl'W % ap'ne se, S^c.
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The nominative plural is ^^"H^ ap'ni log ; or ^^^ sab may be, used

instead of ^rtn log.

^xp^ ap'ne, or ^tr%" apanhe, *self.'

The oblique form, of this is ^wrr ap'nd, and it is regularly declined '

like a substantive except in the genitive, whioh is ^ttt dpan.

§ 25. Demonstrative Pronouns.

These are (1) the proximate demonstrative i; t, 'this,' and (2) the

remote demonstrative w ii, ' that.'

Like the personal pronouns, they have each two forms, a shorter

and a longer.

t h 'this/

^ Singular.

Shorter form. Longer form.

Norn. X. h t i, 4 e, or T^T«J ihdy. WmiUng.

Aoo. t (%) i {ke). - iJtKI (%) ek'rd {ke).

tnstr. t % f se. TX^JXX % ek'rd xe.

Eat. t^ike. W^XT % ^k'rd ke.

Abl. t % I «e. IT^^T % Sk'rd se.

Gen. t % i kS. q^tr eAa>-, or 'imrxi % ^ ik'rd

M, ker.

LoD. t^, if"e. y*«<.l H (?A'ra »«e.

^ «YA£ may be used, instead of 1 1 throughout.

Plural.

The plural is the same as the singular. As in the case of substantives

a periphrastic plural can be formed ; thus, t ^^ i sab, v^^xj ^^ B'rd sab

and so on.
*

, ,
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^ u, ' that.'

The dose analogy between the declension of this pronoun and that

of I; ^, ' this, ' will be manifest from the following paradigm :

—

Singular.

Shorter form. Longer form.

Nom. ^ ii,'W we, or ^T^ra ivahdy. Wanting.

Ago. "Si (%) ii {ke). ^ft^-.n ( %) bli'rd {ke).

Instr. ^ % it se. ^"tsR-^ % 6k''rd se.

Dat. ^ % 2i fee. ^T^^KT % ok'rd ke.

Abl. ^ % & se. ^^''Xj % ok'rd se.

Gen. ^ ttw/ce. ^ff^K okar or ^"^^KT %, %T
ok'rd kS, her,

Loc. 'ar "h ii »?e. ^"t^?^ K oft'ra mS.

^^ MifA? may be used instead of ^ zl throughout.

Plural.

The plural is the same as the singular. As in the case of substantives,

a periphrastic plural can be formed; thus nom. ^ ^^ «i sah, ^fNistT 'ff^

ok'rd sab, and so on.

Note.—In the above two demonstrative pronouns the shorter form may
be used either adjectivally or substantivally, but the longer form can only

be used as a substantive, and never as an adjective.

§ 26. Correlative Pronouns.

These are (1) the relative pronoun it je, ' who ;' (2) the correlative

pronoun % se, 'that ;' and (3) the interrogative pronoun % ke, 'who?'

The close analogy between their forms should be noted. Like the

personal and demonstrative pronouns, they have each a shorter and a

longer form.

It is not necessary to give their declension in full, as it is on exactly

the same lines as that of the demonstrative pronouns. I shall therefore give

only the nominative, genitive, and general oblique forms for each number.
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Shorter form.

Nom. ^je.

Gen. ^ %ye kg.

Obi.

Shorter form,

Nom. % se or>^ te.

Gen. ^ % tekS.-

Ohi. ^ te.

Shorter form.

Nom. % ke.

Gen. % If Ae ke.

Obi. % ke.

Relative.

^ je, *wlio/

Singular and Plural.

Longer form.

^^iT jekar or ^^:K.jakar.

w^^KT jek^rd or «iVKTy«A'>'<i.

Correlative.

^ se, 'that/

Singular and Plural.

Longer form.

Wanting.

^^rx: tekar or jt^it ^oAa*".

^^S^T tSk'rd or w^^tT tak'rd.

Interrogative.-

^ ke, *who ?

'

Singular and Plural.

Longer form.

Wanting.

%^rK kekar or ^*t: kakar.

i*»<l A(?AVd or *^r<T kak'rd.

Note.—In the above oorrelative pronouns the shorter form may be used

either adjeotivallj or substantivally, but the longer form can only be used as

a substantive, and never as an adjective. As in the case of the demonstrative

pronouns, the periphrastic plural is formed by adding ^^ sal, fg^ sibf, ^ si,

or ^TC dr.
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§ 27. Interrogative Pronoun.

Substantival.

^ hi, 'what?'

This pronoun is really a neuter form of % ke, and can only refer to

inanima,te things.

Singular.

Nom. s^ M or ^T hd.-

Obi. ^^ kathi or fti^ MtM.

DeoHned regularly like a substantive. Its dative, ^^ % kathi ke or f^^ %
Mthi ke, or irregularly fti^ % kithi l,e or ^^ %^ A:«^Af /e/, ' f9r what ?

' is used

as an adverb, meaning ' why ?

'

§ 28. Indefinite Pronoun.

^f ho'ii
* anyone/ 'some one/

This is declined throughout the singular only.

Singular.

Nom. ^>t kdi.

Obi. ^^ kathit,, ^si> kom, ^^rrct /ca/cVo/t^ivrt- U¥ro, or ti^^s^'^ Ukar'han.

Declined regularly like a substantive, except the genitive, which is %sRiVt

kik'rb or li?RT^Tr kekar'hau,



I 29. ff^f huchh or ir^ huchhu, ' anything/

'something/

beolined regulaily .like a- substantive. The oblique form is gt* kuchh,

ips huchhu, or %^ kithi.

§ 30. The indefinite prOTioun ^^ sab orw fiaMai ' all,' • ettery one,'

is declined regulcirly like a substantive. When plurality is to be emphasised,

it has an oblique plural form ^^fsf sabani : thus, ^w % sab k6 ' of all,' taken

as a tehole ; but *mfit % sabdni &e, 'of all,' taken seterally, \

I 31. The indefinite pfonouns €rt?rt Moi, 'whoeVer,' and ^f^
jekmhihu, ' whAteVer/ are eeiSipounds, and are dedined regularly like their

eomponen^ parts : thus, aCo; sing. ^ ^<t«Cl % je kik'ro ke, ^ ^^ % Je

kuchhu ke, ^c.

The indefinite pronominal adjective %^^ keiii or % kai signifies

' several.' B> is also used as an iicterrogatiYe, meaning ' how mtuiy ?
'

§ 32. Derivative Pronominal Forms.

The following table gives the more usual pronominal adjectives and

adverbs in a succinct form.
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Pkonoun.
Manner.

Pron. Adj. Pron. Adv.

g

Proximate ... t i, ' this

'

Eerhote < '3T «i, ' that

'

Helative ^j'e, ' who

'

Correlative % se, 'that' ...

Interrogative ... %Afl, 'who?'..

^^51 aAm, jr^^

'thus.'

irarep', or ^nr

ainh, 'of this

kind.'

^I'fVsr ohin,

'^ft^ ohahu,

'of that kind.'

3jf%sT jahin,

«BT?r jihanu,

^CVW J^rmg,

'of whatkind.'

""^^ tehanu,

^fW serang,

'of that kind.'

^rf%sr kahin,

k&hanu,

kirang,

' of what

kind?'

^T^T, . dhan,

' in, that way.'

sj'^sr jehan, 'm
what way.'

ff^sr ^^^a«, ' in

that way.'

kehan, 'in

what way P

'
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Pron. ad], of

Quantity.

Pron. adv. of

Time.

Pron. adv. of

Place.

Pron. adv. of

Direction.

jnjrW Sfioe, 'this

much.'

^t?n^ ofwe, 'that

much.'

^^jifwe, ' how

much.'

Hirs% Ufice, 'so

much.'

%in% kii'ice, ' how

much ?

'

iif>j«ir ihit/d,

vn^f ikhan,

or ^^ ahe,

' now.'

Vtr^*IT ohiyd,

'(t^rsr akhan,

'then.'

T>rt Me, ' here.'

^>^ bte, ' there.'

W^ ia/c, 'there.'

^ fii^T jahiya, v^Jate, 'where.'

5n3<r jakhan,

Sit jabe,

' when.'

?rf^«IT tahiyd,

iT^n takhan,

or cit tabe,

' then.'

' ^9<r kakhan,

or ^ kahe,

' when ?

'

n^ kate, ' where?'

'hither.'

^s^unne,'^!'^ iimhar,

'thither.'^

jemhar, ' whither.'

temhar, 'tliither.*

fkm kinn6, ^^^
Umlmrj ^ whither ?

'
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§ 33. Adjectival Pronouns.

The following sentences are designed to show the use of the rarious

pronouns, both adjectivally and substantivaUy.

Note that, when used as an adjeotive, % he fi^D^j& becomes 'fit^r hon.

^ M may also. become ^ffsr Uon in the nomi^ati^^e, and .always does so in

the oblique cases.

(1) ^ ^^ "wm, % »^^, je ail chhalai, se gelai: 'he who had coma

went.'

(2) ^ ^T^s^ ^^ wif, % ^f^'fl' »Nf
,
je q4im{ ail chhalai, se adimi

gelai : ' the man who had come, went.'

(3) ^^ifT ^?r, fhBT viT^, j'ekar Met, tekar dhdn :
' he who owns the

field, owns the paddy.'

(4) €t illXfl^ ^ ^ff, % ^f^'f^ % VTT je adimi he khet, se adimi

hi dhdn : ' the man -who owns the field, owns the paddy.*

(5) % T% ke rahe ? ' who was ifr ?
'

(6) ^ Tt«r ^f«C»ft f%% & kon adimi chhikai ? * what man is he P

'

(7) %^nc ^^T faf% kekar ghord chhikai ? ' whose is the horse ?
*

(8) ^a ^f^'H^ ?KT wtT?T fw% kon a4imi kav ghord chhikai ? ' to "wtat

person does the horse belong ?

'

(9) ^ f?5% ki chhikai ? ' what is it ?

'

(10) ?^ (or ^t«r) ^l^n fif% kl (or kon) gdchh chhikai ? ' what tree is it ?'

(11) f^'ftn ^ni'f •TT'nir W kiiM mg pdni ndiial chhm ? * in what

have you brought the water ?
'

(12) s(ftT ^Vl »r 'TrOr ittw if kon lota mS pdni ndnal chhSii, ?

'in what lota have you brought the water ?
'

(13) ^l »nff ^T^iff kdi nahi dit, ' no one came.'

(14) «iilT ^f I ivf ^T??r Ao'i! chhmrd nahi dil, ' no boy came,'
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(15) ^ nfv w %iSiTt ^ ivf V u giw mg kik'rd kuchhu nahi

chhai, ' in that village no one has anything.'

(16) ^«iT^%*l"t ^I'wf^ gf^ ^ fil^r^ir ii gitw ki ko'i baniyd se-

kuchhu nai mil'tai, ' in that village nothing will be got from

any shopkeeper.'

(17) W ^^T^ % %t^ ^ ^K* ^^ & dawdy ke kithi mS dhare *

lag^tai, 'it will be (necessary) to put that medicine into

something.'

(18) ^^ ^^ ^T kHik purukh aild, ' several men came,' or ' how

many men oame ?
'

§ 34. The Pronominal Oblique Genitive.

In this dialept pronominal genitives havp not the oblique form which

oopurs in other dialects..

* Dative of tie vertal noun.



Di^isioisr II.

CONJUGATION.

CHAPTEE IV.

INTRODUCTORY.

§ 35. It must be nbted with respect to the following paradigms

that colloquially the plural is commonly used in the place of the singular :

thus ^ W5 ^0 chha, * thou art,' is commonly used instead of ^ W <o chhe,

which is the more correct form. The plural form of some persons, especially

the third, is often wanting, or, in other words, the same form is often used

both in a singular and in a plural sense.

In Northern and Western Puraniya, the verb has no forms peculiar to

the feminine.

As already observed (§ 1), the language spoken 'in Northern and

Western Puraniy4 is in the main Maithili. It, however, especially in the sadr

f or.i)gntral
) subdivison, shows a distinct tendency towards Bang^li. It will

bfi convenient to note here that the first persons in ^t d, as ^^sn^f dekk'ld,

and the preterite in fcf'^f tihd, as ^^^fir^f MkhHiha, and the other forms

from the same stem, as ^^'^i^ MhKUhm, S^c, are more used in "thesa**

subdivision; while first persons in '^f o, as t'a*^ deWlo, and the preterite^

conditional in wf io, as ^la^nf deWfb, ^^sPflT dikh'td, ^c, are more used in the

Arariya ( or northern ) subdivision.

§ 36. With regard to the spelling of the various tense-forms, it must

be noted that ^ ai and ^^ au are frequently written ^\ di and ^^ aii

respectively : thus such forms as %^ dekhai and ^t^ dekhau are often

written ^^ dekhai and ^^srs dekhau. It has not been thought necessary

to put both these varieties of spelling into the paradigms : hence only %^
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dekhai, ^ dekhau, ifc, will be found therein. With regard to this

and to the shortening of ante-penultimate vowels, see General Introduction,

§i 34-37.

§ 37. Conjugational System.

The conjugation of the verb ^^ dekh, ' see,' being given in full, it is

not necessary to give here the details of conjugation at length.

§ 38. There are three moods—the Indicative, Conjunctive, and Imper-

ative. These may again be divided into simple tenses—formed from the root

direct, and periphrastio tenses—formed with the aid of auxiliary verbs added

to the present or past participle, or to the conjugated preterite indicative.

§. 39. The simple tenses are as follows :

—

Indicative. - Conjunctive. Imperative.

Preterite. Present. Present.

Future. Preterite.

Of these, the present imperative is always the same as the present

conjunctive.

§ 40. The periphrastio tenses are as follows :

—

a) From the present participle, direct form

—

Indicative

—

Definite present with auxiliary present.

Imperfect ,', preterite.

Curative future „ future.

Conjimotive—

Future with auxiliary present conjunctive.

Durative present ,, preterite „
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by Frcma the past participle -*

ItodicStite—

Perfect (form II) with auxiliary present.

Pluperfect (form II) „ past.

Future exact (form II) „ future.

Conjuilotive—

Future exact (form II) with auxiliary present conjunctive.

Preterite (form II) „ preterite „

o) From the preterite indicative

—

Indicative-

Perfect (form I) with auxiliary present.

Pluperfect (form I) „ preterite.

Future exact (foim I) ' „ future.

Conjunctive

—

Future exact (form I) With auxiliary present conjunctive.

Preterite (fomi I) „ preterite* „

Concerning the use of the auxiliary in tenses formed from the past

participle, see General Introduction, p. 13, ol. (4).

§ 41. The Simple Tenses.

The personal terminations are nearly the same for all these tenses.

They are added to a t^iise-stem, the fortiiation of which will be described

afterwards.

The terminations of these three tenses are given in the following table.

It will be observed that there are many optional forms of terminations for

each person. They are all used with nearly equal frequency. They should

be carefully committed to memory.

It must be noted that the termination ^ a of the 2nd plural masculine

is pronounced with a peculiar di*a-Wl, sbitething like the English word ' awe.'

Thus, ^F dekh ' awe.'
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Table showing the Personal Terminations of the Present Conjunctive,

the Preterite Indicative, and the Preterite Conjunctive.

d
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^* 'kauk. Thus, t^?p% d6khal'kai, ' he saw,' firx;^^ giral'kai, ' he fell.'

Moreover

—

(a) In transitive verbs, it may also take the termination ^^ ak.

Thus,—t'iT^^ dekh'lak ' he saw.'

(b) In the' case of neuter verbs, it may also either take no termin-

ation at all, e.g. fiix^ giral, ' he fell,' or take i^ kd : thus

fifT^^T giral'kd, * he fell.' The first is sometimes made
into a feminine form, \ i : thus fiiT% girali, ' she fell.'

§ 44. The Future Indicative.

This tense has two stems—one for the first and second persons, and one

for the third person. The first stem is formed by adding ^? ab or x^ ib

to the root ; the second is the root itself.

The following are the terminations of this tense. AH should be

added to the root direct.

Terminations of the Future.

Ph

Singular.

1st

2nd

3rd

it 'bai, ^^ 'bau, s^f 'bo, yff 'bm.

^X 'bd, r^ 'be, sf 'be, ^ 'bm,

Tw bhe, Sir me.

at, Tff 'tai, VBT 'tau, j^ it,^^
?7r itai, XjifJ itau.

Plural.

^^ ab, -i^ 'U.

s^o 'ba, •sf'f^ 'bahak.

^ ibai, x^ ibau, &e., may be used instead of s| 'bai, 7^ 'bau, &c.

Sometimes an irregular second person plural in t-?^ ihak or t"^^ ihahak is

found, e.g. t^'^^S dekhihak or t'3^'^^'5 dekUhahak, ' you will see.'
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§ 45. The Present Conjunctive and Imperative.

In this tense the terminations are added to the root itself : thus f^
dekh^, « let me see.' The terminations are those given in § 41. Besides

these, this tense may in the third person singular take t? e. It also

optionally takes no termination whatever in the second and third persons.

In the plural it may in the second person also take the termination

•^T 'hain.

§ 46. The Preterite Conjunctive.

In this tense 'StT at or^% 'tih or ?ffr Hi is added to the root to form the

stem. The personal terminations in § 41 are then added : tbust'^as^jf dSkh'td

or t^fit-^f dikh'tihd or ^ifH^f dekh'tid, ' (if ) I had seen.'

In the third person singular it may drop the usual terminations and end

in ^ir ait or iflr^ HiM, added simply to the root. In the first person plural

masculine it optionally takes the termination tfij^ 'tihSU or •fH%sr Hihain,

added directly to the root. It also forms a peculiar periphrastic third

person, which will he noted in § 64.

§ 46a. The Use of the Various Verbal Terminations.

It wUl be noticed that each person has many terminations, but they do

not all mean exactly the same thing. At the same time it must be noted that

this multiplicity of verbal forms is partly due to local and personal circum-

stances—an inhabitant of one place using one set of forms, and an inhabit-

ant of another, another. This is due to the want of a literature, which

would fix each verbal form in its proper and exact shade of meaning. The

following instruoHons will help to explain approximately the more customary

uses of the forms.

In the first place it must be noted that in the Maithili dialect generally

number is continually disregarded, verbs in the singular form being used

Mjrith plural subjects, and vice versd. In the third person the singular

is almost always used instead of the plural. The only exception is in the

case of ^/ ^w acM, see § 41. Thus take ^'T^^ dikh'lak, which is properly
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third singular preterite. The following examples show that it can be used

both in a singular and in a plural sense :
—

Singular,—^ ^fl^r T^ srsi; ^^T MK ^i^^, we ham'rd naddi Itar, harlchhd

par dekh'lak, ' he saw me on the bank of the river.'

Plural.—'^ f%^ "^rcT srft ^X ^^T 'VK ^w:^m we sibhi ham'rd naddi kar

karichhdpar dikh'lak, 'they saw me on the bank of the river.'

So also ^sr chhaun (properly 3rd plural) may be used as a singular,

viz. "^ ^•f we chhaun, ' he is,' as well asW ft >^^ if^rf we siU chhaun, ' they are.'

It may be asked, then, why these terminations have been divided into

singular and plural. The answer is twofold,—first, that though no longer

used in their proper sense, the terminations were originally singular and

plural as written, and in songs (which always conserve an older form of

the language) they are so used to the present day. Secondly, at the present

day there is this important difference in their use,—singular terminations

(especially in the second and third persons) are always used non-honprifically,

and plural terminations honorifically, as regards the subject: thus 7af

^^7^ to dekh'le (singular) means ' you (that humble person) saw,' but

?rf ^'^o to dekh'la (plural) ' you (that respectable person) saw.' In the first

person, however, this distinction has been lost, and singular and plural

are used indiscriminately.

There is another way of looking at a verbal form, and that is the

relation it bears to the object. There is nothing like this in any European

language ; so it requires more careful exemplification in the present case.

For the purposes of the present explanation a sentence may be divided

into subject, verb, and object. The object may be direct or remote. Thus,

in ' the king gave a village to the brdhman,' ' the king ' is the subject,

' gave ' is the verb, ' a village ' is the direct object, and ' the brahman ' is

the remote object. So in 'the child fell on the ground,' for the purposes

of the present explanation ' the ground ' may be considered as the remote

object. In European grammar the form of a verb depends on the subject,

i.e., we say that it agrees with its subject in number and person, but the

object (direct or remote) has no efieot at all on the form of the verb. In

Eihari, on the contrary, the selection of the verbal form to be used largely
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'depends upon the object. Thus, while in Europe we must say that the verb

agrees with its subjeot in number and person, in Bihar we must say that

it agrees with its subjeot, and also with its object,, in honour and person.

The following are approximately the rules on this point :

—

(a) The terminations ending in 's^ au are uSfed when the object

,(direot or rentote) is in the second person and is considered inferior to

the speaker.

(S) The word «^!T chhaun is used when the object (direct or remote)

is in the second person and is spoken of with respect.

(c) The terminations ending in ^ ai are used when the object (direct

or remote) is in the first or third person and is considered inferior to

the subjeot.

(d) The terminations ending in ^ ain are used generally when the

subject (direct or remote) is mentioned with great respect. In this case the

object may be in the first or third person.

The following examples will make the above clear :

—

"^v «jWk Tfft ft^iH ^<a»«iT ham tohar pothi bihdn dikh^hau, ' I will

see your book (my humble friend) to-morrow.' (Here the direct object,

'your book,' being inferior and in the second person, a termination ending

in ^T OM is used.)

?ftT TT*Y '<X9 sf ?r^f ^t«^ tor eko hdl ferh naht hotau, ' Not a single one

of your hairs (my humble friends) wiU. be bent.'

^*T ^fe sra^ doM putijaitau, * The cockle wiU smash (for yon).'

<at^ % % i::^i«i H^^ tora se i chiikat bhelau, ' Ton have made this mistake

'

(lit. by you has this mistake taken place).

^^?^ viTsiw ^T^ ^%Tr kahiyd dhydn me dben sakaichhau, 'How can it

ever get into your credence ?

'

^ ?rf %M-^K\ itIV «T^^T, «To ^ vtfl't ^H'^TT^Tsfil'^yaM to ham'rd

mdri ddl'tihe, ta it moti tor hath lag'tihau, ' If you had killed me, the pearl

woidd have come (my humble friend) into your hand.'
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?ff^^ »IT^ w ^ «T3r 1^ tbh'rd gdri me M mdl chhau ? ' (My liumUe

friend), what goods are in your cart ?

'

^ %^ ^TTt IT itf ftr? % ^ ^'f WTf des des arb gd ga phire se Id Idbh

chhaun, ' What profit is there to you (respected sir) in wandering ahout from

,

country to country and from town to town ?

'

"^ ^t^i^T Tj
| °h<. % ^"a^r^^ ^ we dk'rd chdkar ke dekhal'kai ai ? ' Has

he (my humble friend) seen his servant?' (Here hoth subject and object

are non-honorific.)

^^o ^XTHT ^TT % ^f?ir ^T3 ^^ % *?TK^«% dekh'la Mur'id nend

ke kahin chat khich M mdraVkai ? ' Did you see how Mur'td gave a severe

glap to the child ?
' (Here the object, ' the child,' is inferior.)

^"^^ % fil^T fx^l ote se gird dihain, ' Let your honour throw it down

from there.'

^^ ^^^'^KJ ^Vr % ^<si»<^ 'w iJia ham'rd nend he dSkh'lo chhai, ' Has

your honour seen my child ?
' (Here the first person of the verb is used

honorifically instead of the second person, and no special reference being

made to the person of and respect due to the object, the form ci^Pf^^

dekh'liai is not used.)

t wffT, "?'«': T^ ^i^ W P re chhdurd, hammnr bahi dikh'le chlmi ? ' Ho !

you boy, there, have you seen my book?' (Here the subject is non-

honorific, and there is no reference to the object.)

TT ^T^T, t^^o ^"^sr % -^"^ ^^sr 'ST**^^ ho Mkd, dilMla Mohan kk

hauh k&han ddk'lak? ' Hallo, uncle, did you see how Mohan's wife called

mp ?
' (Here no special reference is made to the honour of the object.)



CHAPTER V.

AUXILIARY VERBS.

§ 47. There are two olasse's of auxiliary verbs—the defective and the

complete.

§ 48. There are three defective auxiliary verbs in use in this dialect.

(a) The first of these is formed from the a^ ^h achh. It is used only

in the present and preterite teiises, and always loses its initial vowel, except

in one form of the third singular present. It has in the present tense two

forms,—a weak, e.g."^ chhai, 'he is,' and a strong,. e.</. flf% chhikai, 'he is.'

In the preterite tense it is used only in the weak form, e.g. W«r chhal,

' he was.' I shall call it the first defective auxiliary verb.

{b) The next of these is formed from the ^ ^"^ ah, and is very

irregular. It exists only in the future tense, and in the third person

singular of the present. I shall call it the second defective auxiliary verb.

(c) The next is formed from the ^ K^ rah, ' remain,' and is used m
the present tense in a preterite sense, e.g. ^% rahai, « he was.' I shall call

it the third defective auxiliary verb.

§ 49. The complete auxiliary verb is formed from the ^Z ^ ho,

• become,' which is conjugated through all moods and tenses. Its preterite

is irregular, and is never used as an auxiliary, but only as a verb substantive,

meaning * I became.'

§ 50. First Defective Auxiliary Verb.

|/^^ aclih, 'be/

Present :
' / am,' ^c.

In this tense an old form of the 3rd plural has survived, and is still

used.
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Weak Pobm.

g



SBCOND DEFECTIVB ACXILIAEY YSBB.

Preterite :'/«;««,' ^c.

33
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Future, '

/

shall be' 8fc.

i



COMPLETE AUXILIAET TEBB. 85

§ 53. Tha Complete Auxiliary Verb.

y^Tt ho, 'he' 'become/

lNi)ici.TiTB Mood.

(a)—Preterite: 'I became,' 8fo.

Note.—This tense is never used as an ansdliaiy, w^ chhalu or K^ rahi

(see above) being used instead. It has two forms, a regular and an

irregular.
Bbgulib Fobm:
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§ 54. (J;— Future :
' I shall he,' 8{e.

1



COMPLETE AUXILIAET VERB.

§ 56. («?)—Preterite :
' (If) I had heen^' ^e.

Form I.

-37
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§ 57. Imperative Mood.

Present :
' Let me see,' 8fc.

The same as the present conjunctive.

Precative Forms,

^t^ hou, ^its^tf ho6t, ^t^ hoia, ' be good enough to he.'

The periphrastic tenses are quite regular, and need not he given.

§ 58. Present Participle, 'being.'

Singular and Plural.

^Itt hot or ^lT«r ho'it.

Past Participle, '

^?1^ hoi of w^ bhel.

Conjunctive Participle, ' having been.'

V Ir bhe kS, V % bhai kd,x^^i bo M, or '^?; If hoi M.

Infinitive, 'to be.'

^^ hob.



CHAPTEE VI.

THE REGULAR ACTIVE VEI?B.

§ 59. There is only one conjugation of active verbs, if we except a

few irregular verbs to be noted further on. The conjugation of neuter

verbs differs from that of active, verbs only in certain of the past tenses,

and these will be treated of in a future page. Verbs "whose roots end in

vowels also exhibit slight variations, which will be explained at the proper

place. For the sake of uniformity the tenses are given in the same order,

and under the same names as those in Dr. Hoernle's grammar.

Reference is again made to Gfeneral Introduction, §§ 34 to 36, with

regard to the changes of the root-vowel.

§ 60. ^^^ dekh, ' see/

Present Participle : ^'a*? dekhait.

' Past PARTrciPLE : ^ww
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Simple Tenses.

Indicatite Mood.

§61. (a)—Preterite: 'I saw,' Ife.

Singular.

PM

Plural.

Ist

and

3rd

^jSi^ dSM'lu* ^'as^ dekh'lo,

dekh'lm.

^^T^ d&hh'li.

^^m dikh'la, ^'ist dekh'k,

^jgi^ dikh'le.

^fiV dekK'lm.

d&kKlai, t^PWB dekh'laik,

^7^ dikh'lau, t^-^'W dekJi'lauk,

^^^% dekhaVkai, ^<d<*l«%sR

d6khal'kaik, ^<d<!li*t dekhal'kau,

^^'S~^T^ dikhal'kauk, ^<s(»«!i*

^i^ dekWli.

t^f^^ dikh'liai, t'

dekh'liau.

^WT^rs dekKla.

dekhUahak.

Not used.

Or (in Central PuraniyS.) tf^o|; dikhM, and so throughout.



8IMPIE TENSES.

62. (6)—Future :
' / shall see,' i^c.

41

QQ
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CoNJUNCTiTE (Conditional) Mood.

§ 63. (c)—Present: '(If) I see ;' raxely ' I see,' ot ' I shall see,' 8fc.

g



PERIPHRASTIC TENSES.

(FOKM II.)

43
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§67. (g)—Definite Present :
' I am seeing,' 8fo.

i
GQ



PEEIPHBASTIC TENSBS.

§ 69. (y)—Durative Future :
' / shall he seeing,' 8(c.

43
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FOEM II.

§
s



FERIFHBA8TIC TENSES.

Form II.

47
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FOBM II.

§



PEEIPHEASTIC TENSES. 49

§ 74- (o)—Durative Present Conditional: '(If) I were seeing,' &;c.

i
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FOBM II.

(2



NOUN OF AGENCY.

FOEM II.

51

i

1



CHAPTEE VII.

THE REGULAR NEUTER VERB.

§ 80, This verb differs from the active verb only in the formation

of certain of its past tenses. The three more usual past tenses are here

given ; the conjugation of the rest of the verb can be learnt from the

conjugation of the ^ ^^ dekh.

§ 81.
yl f?T^ g^V, *fall/

Past Pakticiple : fijx;^ giral or fiif^^
,

Indicative Mood.

§ 82. (a)—Preterite : 'I fell,' S^c.

%
Pluxal.

1st

2nd

3rd

filTs^ gir'lv,* filT^^ gir'To,

fJiT^f gir'lm.

ftl^^f gir'ld.

f^ITT^T gir'ld, f^iJj^ gir'le,

fir^if^f gir'le, Tax:^ gir'lm.

ftlKs^ gir'lai, fi\x.-t^-ss gir'laik,

iiUj^H gir'lm,, firT«^T^ gir'lauh,

giral'kai, giral'kaik,

giral'kau, giral'kauh,

ftlK^ giralf (fern, fii^girali).

fii^^^T giral'kd.

f»lK?^ gir'U.

f?l^f^^ gir'liai, fir^'sf^^^ gir'Uau.

filT^^o gir'la, fnti^re^ gir'lahdk.

) Not used.

Or (especially in Central Puraniyd) fiif^ girili, and so throughout.
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§ 83. (-6)—Perfect :
' / have fallen,' 8fc.

FOBH I.

i
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§ 84. (0—Pluperfect: ' Ihadfallin,' ^c.

FOEM I.

d
om



CHAPTER VIII.

VOCALIC ROOTS.

§ 85. Many verbs have roots ending in vowels, and the junction of

the root with the termination frequently causes some slight apparent

irregularity.

For this reason the following examples are given of the conjugation of

verbs having roots ending in vowels. They are here conjugated in the

masculine gender, and through the four radical and participial tenses. From
these the periphrastic tenses can easily be formed. It has not been thought

necessary to give the conjugation in full for each person.

With regard to the shortening of the root-vowel, see General Introduc-

tion, § 36.

§ 86. Example of a verb whose root ends in yn a .—

The conjugation of these verbs should be carefully studied, as a large;

class of active and causal verbs follows it.

In the preteiite indicative these verbs insert a junction vowel between

the root and the ^ / of the termination : tlius ^* + jx +^ kha + £ {- lo,

or ^wf khailo, ' 1 ate,' and -q-* + jr + ^ pa + 6 -^ Id, or ^«f pailo,

' I got,' where F e is the . junction vowel. As will be subsequently seen,

the same peculiarity exists in other tenses besides the preterite.

AH verbs which take V & in the preterite indicative insert jr e or ^ i in

the future, in the past participle, and in that form pf the 3rd singular

preterite which is the same as the past participle.

* With regard to the shortening of the root-vowel and contraction of concurrent

vowels, see General Introduction, §§ 34, 36.
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§ 87. The first verbal noun, or root, of these verbs sometimes ends in

^TW db or ^^T^ dw, and sometimes in ^T d, according to the following rule :—

1) All active (including causal) roots end in ^t^ db : thus xn^

pdb or xfig juaw, ' obtain ;' obi. ^^pdbe or 'TT^ pdtce.

Exception.—The ^ «3t khd, ' eat,' althaugh active, ends

in ^rr a.
,

2) AU neuter roots end in ^T : thus ^^T aghd, ' satiate ;' obi. ^"WtJf

aghde.

Exceptions.—The v^ii"R gdb, ' sing,' and the v^^K db, ' come,'

though neuter, end in ^T^ db.

Verbs whose roots end in ^T^ db may optionally insert a ^ 6 or ?r m^

in the present conjunctive and in the present participle, but not those whose

roots end in ^?t a.

Note also that all verbs whose roots end in ^i^ db may drop the st b

and be conjugated like simple verbs in ^j d.

§88. i/xTTpa^ *get/

Infinitive (1st form) : ^^Ti.pai, TT pd, ^ pai, VK pdb, or "vx^ paw -, obi.

"^^paba or "fXS! pd£, 1 pai ox'^ pa*

„ (2nd form): my«(i pddl, -trr^ pail, ov ^^ pail.

Pees. Part, xn^ci pdbait, 'TTJrtii'deif, TTS/T^a?^, or tt?! paiY.t

* But from y ^T Md; IHr, only vnT hMi, '^t Md, or ^ hhai. Obi, only

^V khde, w Iihai, or t3t Md.

t But from y^i khd, only 'ar-^g Mdtt or ^Tct khdt.
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Indicative Mood.

57
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§ 89. Example of a verb whose root ends in 4

l/^ pC * drink/

^(IsT form): -^pi; ohl. "^JT pid.

Infinitivib ^ (2nd form) : ift^ ptal or ^^ pil.

( (3rd form) : xt\'^p(piab or "^^ plb.

Pres. Part, ifhr pit.

Indicative Mood.

g



VOCAIIC EOOTS^

90. Example of a verb whose root ends in ^ ii :•<

59

y/^ chu, 'drip/

(1st form) : ^ ch& ; obi. f?r chiie.

Ikfinitive -^ (2nd fokm) : i;^«r chual or 'f:w chul, * to drip.'

(3kd form) : 1^^ chiiab or ^;^ cMb.

Pjrbs. Part, '^tt cMt.

Indicative Mood.

{

Fbetekite.

Singular. Plural.

FUTUEB.

Singular. Plural.

1st

2nd

3rd

chuld.

"1^ chiule.

chill.

%:^ cMlL

^;;^o ch&kt.

Not used.

ch'ubai.

chdhe.

^^ chMai.

"%S^ chuab or

"^ chub.

f;^ chiiha.

Not used.

Or ^r^RTT chuald, and so throughout.

Conditional Mood.

§"
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§ 91. Example of a verb whose root ends in '^t o

;

V^^ dho, 'wash/

Infinitivê̂ <(2

((3

ST form) : vt dho ; obi. '«ft7 dhoi.

(2nd form) : «rt^^ dhoal or ^^ dhol.

(3rd form; : vt^^ dhoab or «rl^ dhob.

Pres. Part. ^t«T dhot.

Indicative Mood.

d
g



CHAPTER IX.

IRREGULAR VERBS.

§ 92. The verbs v/ 1!^ *«»". ' do ;' ^ "iJ^ dhar, ' seize ' or * place ;'

^ X mar, ' die ;' and ^^ Ao, * beoome,' are irregular in their preterite

tense indicative. The conjugation of ^y ^x. kar is therefore given in that

tense only. <y ^x dhar and ^ »IT mar are conjugated exactly like ^ ^fx

kar, and are therefore not given. Besides the irregular forma, ^ mx kar,

y/^ dhar, and y/ wr mar, have also each a regular form of the preterite

indicative.

The conjugation of v'' ^ ^o has been already given in § 53 and fp., and

is not given here.

The verb ^Z ^T ja, ' go,' is irregular in the preterite indicative and

the present conjunctive, and is therefore given in those tenses.

m

The verbs ^\de, ' give,' and v^ % fe, ' take,' are more or less irregular

throughout all the tenses. The verb ^ % rfe -is therefore given conjugated

throughout the four radical and participial tenses. The verb y/ % & is

conjugated precisely like the verb ^ % de.

§ 93. l/^[K kar, 'do/

Infinitive (2nd form)<: ^f^^ karal or %^ kail.

Pkbs. Part, ^fxrir karail.

Past. Part, ^t^ karal or tf^j kail.
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l/'^?: dhar, 'seize/ 'place/

Infinitive (2nd form) : ^x:^ dharal or ^w dhail.

Pees. Part. 'Si^W dharaii.

Past Part, 'si^^ dharal or ^^ dhail.

Indicativb Mood.

s
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§ 95. ^W jd, 'go/

This root is oonjugated like^ wx hhd in all tenses but the preterite

indioative and present conjunctive, which are therefore here given. (See

§ 87 and ff.)

i ( 1st form ) : sffT/d ; obi. ^JVj'dS.

Verbal Noun < (2nd form ) : w^^T^JdSl, ^^j'ail, v^ gail, or ii^ gel,

( ( 3rd form) : ^mr^jdii or m^j'aib.

Pres. Past. vrTl.^jdit or 9fljaU. Past Part, ji^ gail or ^^ gel.

t
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Indicative Mood.

g



CHAPTER X.

THE PASSIVE VERB.

§ 97. The passive verb is formed by conjugating the verbal noun
ending in ^^ al with the verb ^ an/a, ' go :' thus ^w.'^ W^^ dekhaljdil,

' to be seen.' This verbal noun is not altered for gender, number, person,

or tense, only the verb ^Tsr^jdel being conjugated. Thua-^-

Indicative Preterite Masculine: ' I teas seen/ 8^c.
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§ 99. Another common form of the passive is "made by adding to the

direct form of the first variety of the verbal noun (which is the same in

form as the root) the verb V[X^ parab, ' to fall
;

' the whole then forms an

intensive compound. (See § 114.)

An example of this form is

—

gi^ 1>^ srrf^ ^X^ Tiuchhu kuchhujdni paraichhai, ' a little is known,'

i.e., ' it is slightly visible.'

§ 100. The Potential Passive Voice.

This voice is formed.in the same manner as the causal verb (see § 103).

It has a potential force, intimating not so much that a thing is done

as that it can be done. Examples of its use are

—

fi^ "si^ ftr=S»^^ ^'slK ^W kuchhu nahi nik'sal dSkhd'i daichhai, ' it

cannot be seen to be at all swollen.'

t Wo ^"^ "^sr^ X^ ^^ 'VfK^ t'91T ^W i ta ko'i ajab ratlg kar

adim'i dikhd'i daichhai, 'this (fellow) appears to be a man of

strange kind.'

§ 101. The Periphrastic Passive Voice.

A very common kind of passive voice is formed by placing the verb

^y ^B^ d after the first or shortest form of a verbal noun in the locative

case : thus^ n' ^TJt^ dekh6 me dib, ' the coming into seeing,' i.e. ' to be

seen.' The person by whom the action is done is put in the oblique genitive

form of the noun or pronoun when there is one : thus iff ^^-Vt %^ W
^^0 to ham'rd dehhi mS aila, ' you came into my seeing,' * you were

seen by me.' The following example shows a verb in this voice conjugated

in the preterite indicative masculine :

—

Singular. Plural.

1. %^ w xi^ dekhe me ailo.

2. ^^ "% ^% dekhi me alle,

3. ^"i "fl '(inr^ dekM me d6l.

Example.—^TT '^^ ifttT ^^ "5^ ^f^^ ham sab tord dekh& me aXliai,

' we were seen by you.'

1.



CHAPTEB XI.

CAUSAL VERBS.

§ 102. A oausal verb is formed by adding ^t a to the root of the

simple verb, and a double oausal by adding ^ u;d. The stems thus

formed are conjugated exactly like verbs" whose roots end in ^ d (see

§ 87)—that is, Uke the y/ ^rr pd, taking ^irpr db or ^T? dw in the first verbal

noun, the present conjunctive, and present participle. (See § 88.)

Simple Verb. Causal. Double Causal.

^ ^3 MfA, * rise.' ^3T M*Ad, ' raise.* ^^t^j ufh'tvd, 'cause

[to raise.'

^ mx hah, ' say.' ^fTT kahd, ' cause

[to speak.'

^ gif nui, ' be hidden.' g^ nuid, * hide

^ ^vpak, ' be cooked.' empaled, ' cook.'

^ firg- mil, ' meet.' f^TT mild, ' mix.'

y/ ^«r sun, 'hear.' ^«rr sund, ' tell

, kah'wd, 'cause

[to cause to speak.'

,' *i*i4|T nuk'wd, 'cause

[to hide.'

"T'R"^ pak'wd, 'cause

[to cook.'

ft?^«Tr miVwd,

[' cause to mix.'

tl'P^T aun'wd, ' cause

[to tell.'[to tell.'

§ 103. If the simple root contains a long vowel it is shortened, viz.

^T 4 to ^ «, i; i to t; », «r i« to ^ m, tt e to jr ^,^ o to ^\ 5, ^ ai to ^ m, and

^'^ «M to^ cm.
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Similarly, if a root ends in a double consonant, it is made single : thus

—

Simple Verb. Causal. Double Causal.

^ vr(j\ jag, 'he awake.' ^pmj'agd, 'awaken.' stjutt j'ag'wd, 'cause

[to awake.'

y/ ^IT* pdk, 'be cookfed.' ttsbt pakcif 'cook.' ^T^^T pak'tvd, ' cause

[to cook.'

.^^rry^'if, 'conquer.' ^?rr j'itd, 'cause to fefr^rr jifwd, 'cause

[conquer.' [to cause to conquer.'

y ^^ sikh, ' Ifearn.' f^j sikM, ' teach.' ^^•^7 sikh'wd, ' cause

[to teach.'

^ ^jB?, ' drink.' frf^n pid, ' cause to fw^T piawd, 'cause

[drink.'
[ to cause to drink.'

^ y^^ bhij, ' Viet.' fvvj bhigd, ' moisten.' fvJi'^T bhig'wd, 'cause

[to moisten.'

^^^/i?<Wj 'be turned.' fm^A((mrf, ' turn.' fl^T ghum'wd, 'cause

[to turn,'

«/ a;^ ft«^r, * sinki' ^^burd./voa.tnex&e' ^f^T bufwd, 'cause

[to immerse.'

w' ^:!T su^, • sleep.' ^IT sutd, 'put to ttfl»<(l sut'wd, 'cause

[sleep.' [to put to sleep.'

^^ dekh, ' see.' '^m dikhd, ' show.' ^t^ dSkA^wd, 'Cause

[to show.'

-/%ar hel, ' swim.' ^WT hi/d, ' cause to ^^'STT hil'wd, ' cause to

swim.' [cause to swim.'

yy%isbais,' sit.' ^w[ bimsd, ' se&t.' ^H^^ baas'wd, 'cause

[to sit.'

y/ -^T daur, ' run.' -^Vi ddkrd, ' cause ^Ks^T dmr'wd, ' cause

[to run.' [to cause to run.'

^' ^^jjmW,' be hidden.' ^ifa nuhd, 'hide.' ^*'M\ nUk'wd, ' ctose

[to hid6.'
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Note in oonneotion with the above :—

SimpJe Verb. Causal.

^ ^r^ kah, ' speak ' ^r<?i^T kak'ld, also regular.

y/ ^rr Md, ' eat ' f^r^lT khid.

^ ift^f, 'drink' f*mj pUd, also vegvlax.

§ 104. Some primitive neuter verbs having a monosyllabic root enclos-

ing a short vowel form the first causal by simply lengthening that vowel.

The double causal is formed in the usual way; e.g,—

Simple Verb. Causal.

^ ^i«t kat, ' b6 out ' ^rr« Mi, ' cut.'

^^p»iand/ii 'be tied' ^f^ bMh, 'tie.'

y/^r^lad, 'be loaded' wr^ldd, 'load.'

y/ fy^ ffAj?fc^, ' be dragged ' .... '^^* ^McA, 'drag.'

§ 105. Sometimes a cognate diphthong is substituted for the long

vowel, e.ff.
—
?f^ khul, ' be open.' ^^ khol, ' open.'

f^ ghur, ' melt.' (JVew^.) ^^ ffhor, ' melt.' (Act.)

§ 106. The verb\/'firarar nikal or f«Plf^ nikas, ' come out,' makes its

causal fsrsFM nikdl or fsf^iw nikds, ' take out,' on the analogy of the above.

So also ^tranCiJfflsar, 'be scattered,' makes ttott pasdr, 'scatter,' 'extend;'

y/ ^^K sasar, ' slip,' ^^TK. sasdr, ' cause to slip ;' ^Z '^^^ upar, ' be rooted

up,' ^VJX updr, ' root up ;' and ^ ^^X ukhar, ' be rooted up,' ^^K ukhdr

' root up.'

* When the vowel is lengthened, anustodr becomes anundsik. (Compare General

Introduction, § 28.)
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§ 107. The following are irregular :

—

Simple Verb. Causal. Double Causal.

^ ^3 at, ' be stopped/ ^ir dr,' stop.' ^TT ard.

^ rgs. phat or tRT^ phdt, tttt phdr, ' tear,' MiTT phard.

[' be torn.'

^y 5^ chhiit, ' be separ- aft^ chkor or ifT^ chhdr, ^xj chhbrd.

[ated.' [' separate.

x/^y«i*, '136 joined.' ^xjor,']om: Wt<:Tyoj-(f.

y^ tut', ' Tae broken.' tft'C tor, ' break.' jj^f^j f^ra.

V ^i?M*, 'be burst,' ttIxjb^w-, 'burst.' xe\\j phord.

V fkm bihk, ' be sold.' f'q- hgch or fmj MM, "'^^ beckd.

['seU.'

^^ X^ rah, ' remain.' xm rdhh or x^S rakkh,] xmj raJchd.

[' place.'

^ KK mar, ' die.' »rr^ mar or ^^rr mwa,

[' cause to die.','



CHAPTER XII.

COMPOUND VERBS.

§ 108. Compound verts are either intensives, potentials, oompletives,

frequentatives, desideratives, oontinuatives, statioals, inceptives, permis-

sives, or aoquisitives.

§ 109. Compound verbs may be classed as— (1) those formed with the

verbal noun, and (2) those formed with the participles.

(1) Those formed with the verbal noun are—

a) Intensives. e) Desideratives.

b) Potentials. /) Inceptives.

c) Oompletives. g) Permissives.

d) Frequentatives. h) Aoquisitives.

(2) Those formed with the participles

—

a) Oontinuatives.
|

b) Staticals.

Class I.—Compounds formed with the Verbal Noun.*

§ 110. There are three varieties of the verbal noun

—

a) In ^ a (silent) or ?; i, oblique form jr ^ or Q a?; as %«? dekh

or %f^ dekhi, obi. %^ dekhi or ^^ dekkm.

b) In ^^ al, oblique form ^^rr Vd ; as ^^ dekhal, obi.
•

^<5i»^r

dikh^ld.

c) In '^^ ab ; as %^^ dekhab.

The direct first form in '^i a (silent) is always the same as the root.

The last has, in this dialect, no oblique form.

Compound verbs are either formed with the direct form of the first

or second variety of the verbal noun, or with the oblique form of the first

variety.

• Much of the succeeding matter is based on Kellogg's Hindi Grammar.
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§ 111. Intensiues and Completiues are always, and Potentials are

generally, formed with the direct form of the first variety ; Frequentatiues

are always, and Desideratiues are sometimes, formed with the direct form of

the second variety; Inoeptiues, Permissiues, and Acquisitiues, are always

formed with the oblique form of the first variety.

§ 112. Intensive compounds intensify or otherwise modify the meaning

of the verb whose root stands first in the compound. They are formed by

adding to a verbal noun of the first variety in the direct form one of pertain

other verbs, which latter verb in conjunction with the verbal noun is then

conjugated as usual. This second conjugated member does not, however,

retain its separate character and significance, but only modifies, in aooordanoe

with the general idea which it embodies, the meaning of the unconjugated

verbal noun to which it is annexed. Examples are

—

^^ (or xffsF) ^^ phek (or pheki) deb, ' to

[throw away.'

*ft^ ^T^^ tor ddlab, ' to break in pieces.'

^ ^TP'^ ban dSb or ^^ ^nv^ ban jMb,

[' to be completed.'

^T3}T)T^ hhdjMb, 'to eat up.'

^^ ^3^ bol uthab, ' to speak suddenly,*

qrrs S^ kdt leb, ' to cut for oneself.'

^pg %^ rdkh leb, ' to lay by.'

§ 113. The auxiliary verbs usually employed to form intensives are

—

%-^ deb, ' to give/ implying intensity.

Sf^ra ddlab, ' to throw,' „ violence.

^TP^ deb, ' to come,' ) , ,

.

., , , , > „ completion.
mvST^jaib, 'to go,' )

•HK^ parab, ' to fall,' „ chance.

'^o^ uthab, 'to rise,' „ suddenness.

g'^ leb, ' to take,' „ reflexiveness.

^X^ parab is also used in intensive compounds to form passives of traus-

itive verbs. (See § 100.)

'^^^piiekab, ' to throw.'

vVCHtorah, 'to break.'

^i^ banab, ' to be made.'

wm^ khaib, ' to eat.'

KNr^ bolab, ' to speak.'

qrra^ kdtab, ' tp cut.'

xm^ rdkfiab, 'to place.'
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§ 114. Potentials are formed by adding to the direct form of the first

verbal noun of any verb the verb ^^r^ sakab, ' to be able,' which may then

be conjugated throughout. Examples are

—

vl1% ^^^ boU sakab, ' to be able to speak.'

^ ^T^ ^ M daur sakai ai, ' he can run.'

^?r sn '5^1^ hamj'd sakab, ' I shall be able to go.'

^ ^(Y^^'CT ^TT V[ ^^«T y*M ok'rd dr d sakat, ' if they are able

to come.'

^H strf w ^%w\ fiam nahi jai sakaichhi, ' I cannot go.'

Frequently, however, especially in Central Ptir'niyd, potential compounds

are formed with the oblique instead of with the direct form of the

verbal noun : thus

—

^^ ^^^ boli sakab, ^ 5^ ^^'ac & daur6 sakai chhai, and so on.

§ 115. Completiues are formed by adding to the same form of the

verbal noun of a verb the verb '^pi^ ehukab, ' to be finished/ which may then

be conjugated throughout. This compound denotes the completion of the act

denoted by the primary member of the compound. Examples are

—

^ 'sTT ^<««<a we khd chuk'lai, ' he has done eating.'

31^ 'W^ '^^in^ jab d khd chuk'tai, ' when he shall have eaten.'

^ ilo SJT ^^i^ ^ u tajd chukal ai, ' he is indeed already gone.'

§ 116. Freqaentatiues are formed by affixing to the direct form of

the second variety of the verbal noun of any verb the verb ^r^ karab, ' to

do,' which may then be used in any tense. Examples are

—

^TJ^ i*^ d6l kara, ' come often,' lit. ' do the act of coming.'

^'T ^Tm % Tf^ ^<*^ ham sdstr ke parhal karaichM, ' I am in the

habit of reading the shSstras.'

w" ^iix: 'TTfT *ir<if<s ^ST5 to hamar bdt mdnal kara, ' always obey
my words.'

'iV '*f%^ ix^ ^^^ ^TWo to kahine irang karal karaiohha, * why
do you always do so ?

'

^ sr^ VK^ iijail karaic/ihai, 'he often goes.'
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§ 117. Desideratiues are formed, like frequentatives, with the direct

form of the verbal noun in ^^ al, substituting the verb "n^«r chd/iab,

' to wish,' for ^RX^ karab as the second or conjugated member. They denote

primarily desire to do the action expressed of the principal member;

secondarily, the immediate futurity of that action. An example is

—

"3? 'ft^^ ^T%'*I?F u holal chdhaiachh, ' he wishes to speak.'

Sometimes the principal verb is put in the oblique form of the first

variety of the verbal noun. Examples, are

—

^ ^'^i' ^T% ^ M bole chdhai ai, * he wishes to speak,'

^^ ^T^ "^1%^^ 9'^«?'^ ^<y'^ chdhaichhalai, 'the clock was on the

point of striking.'

^ ^W ^rT%w ujd6 chdhaichhai, ' he wishes to go.'

"ai ix: ''n%W M marm chdhaichhai, ' he is about to die.'

The desiderative compound in the precative form is idiomatically used

to express obligation or duty. Examples are

—

t Tfflir % ^^^ '^T^ i pbthiyd he parhal chdM, ' (one) ought to read

this book.' {lit. ' be good enough to wish to read ')

^"^^ siTP ^f%^ ote jd^ chd/iia, 'it is right for you {i.e. you

ought) to go there.'

§ 118. Inceptiues are formed by using the inflected form of the first

variety of the verbal noun in construction with the verb ^?r^ Idffab, ' to be

ioined,' 'to begin,' and denote the action of the verbal noun aa beginning.

Examples are

—

^ «B^ '^r?!^ «< MhS %'/«», ' he began to say.'

^ WTK ^T*I^ we mdrm Idgali ' he began to beat.'

^T^ '5TF ^^^T bdffh Jchd6 lagHd, ' the tiger began to eat.'
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§ 119. Permissioes are formed by combining the same form of the

Terbal noun with the verb ^ deb, ' to give, ' and express permission to do

the act denoted by the verbal noun. Examples are

—

^^l^tT siW ^^ ham'rd j'di dia, ' let me go/

^W'i,! Thi ^Nf ham'rd hol6 dm, ' be good enough to let me speak.'

^ Mn<*«<l ^rnx ^5r5% we dk'rd khdi dil*kai, 'he allowed him to eat.'

§ 120. Acquisi'tiues are the exact converse of the preceding, and are

formed in the same way, substituting tttp^ pdSb, ' to get,' for t^ deb.

Examples are

—

?it^«^ ^ift^ smr srrf ^^s tdh'rd bte jd& naU paiba, ' you will

not obtain permission to go there.'

"?*? '^'ff I'lT ^'^ ham baise nahi paila, ' I was not allowed to sit.'

Class II.—Compounds formed from the Participles.

§ 121. Gontinuatiues are formed by combining the direct or oblique

form of the present partioiple of any verb with the verbs arrir^ jdeb,

' to go,' or x^^ rahab, ' to remain.'

The compound with ^lim j'd^b expresses steady progression, and with

\^^ rahab the continuance of a complete action. Examples :

—

^ f%liH'ft^ ^oe Ukhait jaichhai, ' he i^ going on writing.'

^f^ ^^ trsilf wf^^ chhmrl sab parh'te jaichhilai, 'those girla wer&

going on reading.'

»j[^t)l ^tf ^* paniyd bahait jaichhai, *the water keeps flowing

away.'

"^ ^wK%w we gaite rahaichhai, ' she continues singing..'

^^ qnc ^T ^f^ K%^ ^«^« ^<^^ ^^f" bahite rahaichhai^ * the stream,

of the river keeps flowing on.'

flf s(rf^^ ^9^ t%W to hahim has'ii rahaichhm, ' why do you keep

laughing?

'

. .
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Closely connected with the above is a common combination in which the

past participle in its direct form takes the first place and a verb of motion

the second place. Examples are

—

u^ ^T^ jjX^ fcRKW ek bdgh paral phiraichhai, ' a tiger is prowling

about.'

^^ ^^f^ orfw^ nmri chalal jaichhilai, ' the slave-girl was going

along.'

§ 122. Staticals denote motion in a state of doing anything. They

are formed by combining a verb of motion with a present participle in its

direct or oblique form. Examples are

—

ar ^n^«T (or ^•rer) ^"RW «i kdn'te (or kdnait) dhaichhai, * he comes

weeping.'

ilift TlT'f^ 1^ ^T^fsf^ ego maugi gaite dhaichhilai, ' a woman was

coming singing.'

:di^isio:n" hi.

INDEOI.INABLES.

8 123. See General Introduction.



A.ri>ENDlX.

The following selections are in tlie dialect of the sadr (or central) sub-

division of Puraniya. The conversation and fables were translated for me

by Kumar Ohand, Chief Guru in that subdivision. An English translation

of them, and of the conversation, will be found in the General Introduction.

SELECTIONS IN THE CENTEAL PUEANIYA DIALECT.

'a.

'a.

CONVERSATION BETWEEN TWO VILLAGERS.

M<'Ol*ll TiVff'^ -^T^^ II

wtr "rf M^^ ^"^ II

*^^ '^K ^H ^, ^^"ra^ Jr^ fw^ II

^rr^ K^K ^51^ ''^ t II

^^ ^1^^ Sff STff ^* \^ I

T'fT ^Tc ^fT n ^fT^ Tra W I

ai ^51 ^tW irj^Nr ¥, RT^ ^TKT l'^* fw^^ ^f« »t5r W II

% »(f^T % JIT^iT ^ I

* For ^TT, 1st verbal noun of the potential passive of ^X's- Compare No. 8 below.
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^ I "^W^ JTTff *r ^^TT ^T^W, »T»rT ^TH ^fT W 11^

^ 1 ^^ T^ ^^ ?T% VVJ % tfT sfrff x:^^ ir^ It

\^ ^. \ w^ T^ ^^ I

^ 1 ^fr^ sr€f, TTS^T 'Tt^T TTT. % ^^^o II

a^si ^T iirtz ^T^i- II

^. 1 Sit ^TT ^T flsr wi^, -Jit^TjrT ^^ II

^«f ^. 1 ^'?T ^^ ^f^^T^ TJ^W I

'?.
1 fif f«f^ ^, Ho ^farf^ II

s?^ a. I ^"fl^ t ^T^f ^^ % X.W(^ ^ ^^ ^%^'1'
II

'^. I ^'^T, '^VX ^XJ ^K 9# ^^<5Tr t mTss «f^^o II

* Empliatic for tn^T, ' to me also.'

t Emphatic for =f^, ' I also.'

X Emphatic for ^t=IT"TT, ' him also.'
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FABLES.

« ^ mw II

II ^^TT ^TT Wt^ ^x: ^TSIT
II

^T *I>ft ftr^rft t^ 1 ^VT i\9^, ^T'CT, ?B^^^ KW^ ^JKt "^^ ^«^ # i

H # ^ixfiT irnr ?rrf ^t^, ^ ^^^sfj ^tspgrtW srrJf
ii

II =? ^tr II

II SRWT«r ^^ JW^ ^Kt WtK ^t oj^'R^ II

^ wi^rra ^"t^vtr ftrrra ^^•%, "^"nct ^^t.kt ^ff^i^ ^x^ I t ^f*r % tr^t

n ^ ^T rJII

II ^ ftt^ Pbt ^t ^th II

% wirq-K ^ix ^ *f^ sfrf irr?55 I ^jj^ ^ ^^^^ I ^T^, t ^^^ $,

^g Sjsr ftiTISWT «W fk ^^ ^(^ l^f ^JTT^
II
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II 8 ^m II

1?^ ^f^ % ^TK -^ »t^ I f ^T^i: w 3T?, Tr«T «f% Kf%^ fw^ I fm vm ji'^t

ir<t^ ^TfT ^x ^wx^, '<^x -fix qifw ^rx % fsr^f^ ^#, ^ivt "^t«i %% ^ir^^ J

?rt ^ TTTfi^K ^"T^^, WT"? ^r%, ^^Xt ^X ^X, ^TXt "^X. flTT II

II a. ^T»r H

II ^T'?^ ^^v^ ^^ -^TTt f^f^^^r ^•!R^ g^ II

% ^T?f t ^^^ ^^^^^, "^X?^ '^X f1 1'^ W»I^^ 1 fit fiTKV'?^ ^T<Tsr Tisr W

?lt 'Si f*gT.si ^ ^^ ^^?t % Vmn ^a^, t ^^ li ^T1^, ^TKt P^ y^ %

q-^ »!rftf tfX'W, ^K ^'1:5Ri'^T f^'^ t irf I'ff ^«r i Pb^ f^m^ jr^ v^ zt ^^^
t^s% I flt ^mr^l ^ ^ ^^'^ % 5i^^ flUr ^^-.% I fit ^t?(rx ^l«r

II faifK^^ t fsr3is^« II

II, i ^T?r
II

II ^^rx ^T<t wfT fg^ ^K ftr^T^ II

t ^T^ irar fw «f ^'C sff fw% I ^f"?^ 6^ ¥;r^ Hf^ % -^fl^KT *T-f5^TT^ i,

^TVf 'Tf'f'TT <ftKr % ^T^W I
V^'Xl '^flX VJ^.vTm ^^, pe^ «ftTT ^Kt "Sfl.^

% f^^^K'ff'I^W 1 "^1?-KTWt\TW K^ %^ WT? \ff rT; »[o tft^ T7?fr SJT^ ??
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II ^^ Vt% ^ST ^t, ^ V^ ^IfXX W, # ^-d % ^WT ^^W II

II « ^T^ II

II ^^ #^7T ^7\5" "^TtT
||

jr^ tK ^^ «f7^ ^TX"^ ^?rT '•rH'SfT W f 3-^w* %, ^^ VK fil% % ft^BTK

*rrcf 1 Peg 'wiwrr w ^ffi #f i t ^rfsr % ^^^"^ i^ ^ra- ^iHf «cnrar, '^T'ft

jr^i7K;T^ w ^Sff ^^t^ *-<^ ^ I ^rrrt' ^^x: ^fs^r t wx^ t, ^^ %*k

5^ 'tr^, ^ ^VK. ^T»?^ % '337 % % «J1^ I % ^fsf % ^WT IITKT' ^^TXI ^WK

vz'^i % wrfJr »i^ ; ^TXt ^T5 "?ft«j % ^^'^t ^jv ifw I t ^iT 'BT^ f^,

—

II ^^iT ^y^ Tt^TK. ^^ II

n = TPT II

II ^TT^ ^ITCt fiin: ^^ ?1X«IT ^X ^T^^JC II

^^, <Jo f^ atXT ^^T %^f I WT3^ ^X wfWT 'rt^l f^, T5T ^^T ^^TW *fWf it

^^* ^^ SRT »MT WT^^ ^TVt ^ST g^ »r^ I T^ ^^ ^5, To ^^I^KT t^ W

f%, ^iW ^lifhi f^'TKT ^K VMT % 51Wf ?PX ^79 51^ 5JT5 K5^ I iff^ f«

* Emphatic for ^t^t f^, ' the second also I alone (will t-aJce).'

t First person used politely instead of the second person.
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«f '^^T % nf^^ ttx^T, tfo '^f%^ f^sa s^T^ ^ai^ ^ifs^T w «fT % ^Tni i

It ^f % ^T^ ^f'3'«», TTx: vre sT'ft* ^^ II

II «!; ^H II

jr* ZT 5'!#t fTz w5f% li P^ft f?if5st XT^ fif^ I rr^ ^T Trtr^^> ^^, ^Ttt

fg^s^
I

'^ ^f%Tt'% f^, ^fft * Ji« f^fia ^ I
^^ ^>^^^ 1%, t ?io *1?

^5}^ TF ^'C '^rfk^ ^'8"?: ^^. Hw^% f«, a^ Sim ^ I
"^ 'l^'^, ^TVi" ^'^^

II
fllT f% Si-^* TTTST, ^^ Tlt'C W5};f^T?r

II

II
\o fTff II

^rr ^%w f*i^f% % *iTr5B, ^ttT si^*h: % s^tt t^^ f^, ^^ ^^ fw^r^f
|

PclT% w <iiTifi«r ^sw fwfil^IT »)% I siH^ ^33^ f^, 5n^, ^^ ^"^ ^ f^qsTf^^ I

?rt ^ ^f ^f^fl^ a'ST ^5 vft % ^>^T^ f«, i^T^T,

II ^Tjflsf aTT^ »fifTr^lT, ^ ft^Tt % ^TV n

II \X ^Ta II

II VMjfKf ifrx.Tf?T«?T
II

«!f ^^t Iff ^'^ ^f" 's^*^ ftf, t ^^ % 'M'^^, ^^x\ t^t % ^"m wtHr v^ 1

* Emphatic for ¥»Tt:, ' of me also.'
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^ % 3«f ^ff ^^ ^w, «^ ^% 95 ^f^ ^n I
^tOT ^ft^TtT H'5a' % ^f^ fir«-«s,

^P? «B ^ftst ^^ I '^Kt ^i:^ ^fir ^fa ^ '^v^ j['^-!<m ^^^rfr ^fT ^f^'iTTr ^rxt

*^ «T '^we ^wsR ^^^, '^Tvt ^ra '^'ra a* ^o ^^ ^sr
i t 'atV f^^^Tx:"^ ^ JT»nft«i

II ?'? ^iH II

II ftr^fT ^TVt" ^^^T II

$ ^sci ^'Tt '^f^ ^, ^vf ^'^ % firr f^sr, ^% 'st*! ^^ ^c^ | f^wr

vt 31^, ^rrvt ^T^T vNiT ^XT ^rfiir >^^ | ^% t^ fr^ Nwr sft^ ^?rti^,

tis^i^T srrfe ^K^ sr^ -1^^
II

n ^TT ^fq;^ a

ir3l% ^f^ w ^, ^-KI % ^^ 3^f% ^iT^, ^TCt ^tr K^'^Kt «tvf w I i

%f^ wt^^ ^^ Iff TrfsT «1t ^^ I ^sw T(v? ^ws^ ira?#t 'tk^ -^f^ wx

II x^'fi- n
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%^ % 11^ TTf TTs^ I t ^Tw ^ ^^ 7« ^15? T^xr tfrSfif^; ^^n ^^r

II u 'iw II

WiSTt"^ ilfT 1TRT 'TlTi^
I

fjK*'?^ ^1^«r7% fs|f jff Tff%"f ^^ ^, ?ij ^^ 5i^;^|

WTf^ t^ I f'^rt 'jTf^TT ^«r ^a ^ft^5% I ji^ ^o t f% w^'^ ^jT'rsr w^

Iff ^Tf^ siT^, 5To WTf srrf "^f^'^ I ^^t, # '^ifr vitt "w si^rf '^^j ^"htT^

jr* ^-m irTCt ?, f% 3i§ iff '^wTKT *r#f fw, »r5 ssf^ff 1 fjiK^^w i ^^ ^n^r ^ftr

^ff TTK tf^ % ^f^aT^f flR, -^WT^W ¥^ '^^ ^^ % ^ ^f «>«fi- ^w I ^ TJf

^^nT srif ??Tf7ft^, ^rr^ v[fx. ^T^t<i^. rto ^ »?r«?t ?ftT ^t^ «r7fa^ |

»>f I ^f^^ f* ^m ^^ ^^ fwt I ^ 1^i^« fwW 5?o WTf7^ ^ fw«^ I

*T<t^T li^ I 'BTVi' ^^ ^ "^^ jfh: ^7«f ^ !^^fV it^, TTo ir^tr^ t ?b^
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II Xi. ^TW II

«filT mn-^K %^ >3T fira i ait ^rt^fr ^t«t ^rf^ »i^ nM %it v ^t^x vsi

^ITW I '^'HT ^f' K^, WV, 1^, ^il ^T I ^r«7T f^si fq^ ^t ^S W %ir fif ^^ %

t?sr 'afr % fw^rrct^ »Nr f^, ^it^t '^^'^ ^R ^irf^ % ^ 'a^fp, w, ^^ w\x(

^W aiT'iff ^f^ fw^ I T^sg i^ "^^ ^ «?t^ >f^:^ t sfsi«i ^TiTx: ^^fw^i,

'^TTt ^pn^ fft^sfjT^, ?rs ^^ % TIT wft ^srr \it "at % atTit ^ srrf ^fa^ i

^f^ ffl^ I

II ^T«^ tW ^ ^^T #, f% «*T % -^tT^ ^W II

II V« ^TW II

II ^I^^ fi^ II

^ra^ vKj ^(m^ II

* Emphatic for '?rt!ii-<T, ' it also.'





REVIEWS OF THIS SERIES OF GRAMMAR.

"THE INDIAN CHEONICLE."

7th April 1884.

Mr. Orierson's Orammars.^lt is impossible not to admire the amount
of energy possessed by the educated Eiixopean : and the legion of useful'

channels into which it flows in the pursuit of science or literature is equalled

only by the efEect and rapidity, of the flow. People in this country and other

countries " where the- climate is sultry " are not capable of regular, sustained

meiital labour to such an extent as is possible in colder latitudes. The
amount of work which an ordinary English or German student goes through

daily, without in the least feeHng fagged, is many times more than what we
go through in forty-eight hours; and the fact is due. both to climatic and

constitutional defects, for we see that the climate alone of India— said to be

the home of lassitude and the liver-^has not affected the energy of Mr. Grierson.

Now, it is not our intention to bespatter Mr. Grierson with fulsome flattery^

But when we know that the duties of a civil servant in charge of an important

district are multifarious and engrossing, and that a single moment of that

precious commodity—spare time—is to him almost a forbidden luxury, we

cannot certainly but admire Mr. Grierson for his Seven Grammars of the

Dialects atid Suhdialects of the Behdri Languages, of which the flrst three parts

have just been published by the Bengal Government. To imderstand the

diflSculty of his task we must place ourselves in his position and suppose that

we are called upon to write, within a stated period, and probably for the

best part of that period away from a library, grammars of the unwritten

dialects of Yorkshire or the Highlands, and yet our task would not be half

so heavy as that of Mr. Grierson, for we have been familiarised with the

English language from early infancy and gone through a regidar and long

course of school and collegiate instruction; in that language,, while Mr.

Orierson's acquaintance with. Sanskrit or Hindi must have been picked up
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during the odds and ends of spare time between one official work and another.

The object of these grammars, Mr. Grierson says, is to make many Behar

officials understand " the ganwari boli of the witnesses who come into their

courts;" and notwithstanding the extreme modesty and limitedness of this

object, we are not prepared to say that it would be entirely served out by

Mr. Grierson's very laborious work. Unless these Behar officials, for whom
Mr. Grierson has toiled so heartily and so well, have his patience and perse-

verance, we think it is scarcely possible for them to understand the language

of our " roughs " even with the help of these grammars. The fact is that

many of these Behar officials are in search of a royal road to a knowledge of the

dialects of Behar; and they will be certainly disappointed to find no indication

of such a road in Mr. Grierson's book. To those who don't scorn the weary

way of schooling one's self by regular study, Mr. Grierson's book will be most

certainly a very useful help. But a higher and better object than the one

mentioned by Mr. Grierson -will be served out by his grammars, which possess

exceptional philological and literary interest. They make the regeneration

of the dialects treated by them a matter of near possibility. The dialects of

Mitlula or Bhojpore, though they wiU never supersede Hindustani as the

common or standard language of Hindi-speaking India, they may become,

now that they have got their grammars, written languages current within

limited local areas, with more or less refinement according to the measure of

progress. Whether these dialects are the dialects,- technically so called, of

any language that ever was or is now current in India, is a matter of pure

philological speculation ; but that they will remain in a subordinate position

'to what is now called the Hindustani language, is a fact which cannot be

now doubted. Mr. Grierson, however, would leave a name behind him in

India should his grammars, as we think they would, be the means of

imparting to these dialects some sort of literary pomp and refinement even

in the subordinate position they are to occupy. So much for the usefulness

of these grammars, As to their intrinsic merit, it is simply sufficient to say

that we have no particular grounds of complaint. Excepting occasional

slips in the fables, slips which it is impossible for a foreigner, however careful,

to avoid, and the unpopular character of some of the songs quoted as being

popular songs, these grammars are highly satisfactory productions ; and,

considering the immense amount of labour they must have cost, and to which
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we have alluded before, these little mistakes are not at all detractory in
their character, and naturaUy dwindle out of consideration. On the other
hand, Mr. Grierson's method of treating his subject is that of a practised
grammarian : the explanations, where necessary, are full and lucid ; the intro-

duction in itself is a piece of rare merit; and the charts highly elucidatory.

The Government of Bengal could not have entrusted the task to a better hand.

« THE INDIGO AND TEA PLANTERS' GAZETTE."

Bth April 1884.

Mr. Georgr a. Grierson's Seven Grammars of the Dialects and

Sdbdialects of the Bihari Language.

In out issue of the 7th June 1882 we noticed shortly Part I, thb

Grammar of the Maithili language by Mr. Grierson, and on the I5th March

of the following year we drew attention to the same author's Ptuft II, the

" Chrestomathy and Vocabulary." On the present occasion we have much
pleasure in saying a few words regarding Mr. Grierson's Grammars of the

Bihdri language, which have just been completed. The work which

Mr. Grierson has effected in these volumes is one of which men whose names

are much better known amongst philologists and scholars might well be

proud. To gather together a language of varying dialects, vrith no literary

standard, almost without a literary existence, from the tongues of the people,

and to construct grammars of the dialects for the use of students and scholars,

so that future work in the same field may be rendered comparatively easy, is

a task of no ordinary magnitude ; and when a piece of such notable work as

that under notice has been effected amid the discharge of onerous duties in

the plains of India, under difficulties and deterrents of no ordinary kind, the

woi^ is all the more praiseworthy. It would be presumption oa out part to

attempt to criticise the grammars of Mr. Grierson, for the simple reason that

his books are the only ones in existence which deal so fully with the dialects

of Behar, and no person, either in India or out of it, knows more of the dialects

treated of than Mr. Grierson himself. To officials, planters, and others whose
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duties call them to mingle much with the people of Behar and the districts

covered hy the dialects dealt with. Mr. Grierson's grammars will he simply

invaluahle; while the philologist will find the work well worth his study.

General readers do not as a ride turn to such works as those under notice

either for relaxation or amusement, but it is nevertheless true that the study

of a language reveals a storehouse of facts regarding the people using it

which would quite surprise the majority of readers unaccustomed to attach

little importance to the speech of the common folk. Among a people without

a literature, or what amounts to no literature, the wisdom of gathered years

is crystallised into proverhs : their emotions and deeper feeliogs find vent in

song ; and under the guise of fahle a master-mind here and there gathers up

much which give colouring and life to a dead past or a prosy present—pathos,

humour, shrewd practical wisdom, and homely details which otherwise would

perish. On a previous occasion we reproduced a few proverhs, and we venture

now to present our readers with a song or two which may give some idea of

the topics dealt with by the local verse-makers, and their treatment so far as

a literal translation will admit. Here is a song sung by women in Shahabad

district :—

See how this black-faced one beats me, abuses me, beats me.

I cleaned up the courtyard and brought water, and still he chides me.

Thus does ho regard, O mother, my co-wife, while he makes out evil against me.

1 am not thief nor a glutton, still he reproaches me falsely.

He beats me like seven donkeys and drags me about as if I were a pig.

See, my neighbours ! how he abuses me for no fault.

My stupid husband does not understand what I say, and keeps trying to set water

on fire.

Ambika ! understand that he is blaming me openly.

The refrain of the following is " Ah Ram !"

In my sister-in-law's yard is there a sandal-tree, and upon it sits and caws a forest

crow.

1 will give thee, O crow ! a morsel of milk and rice if thou wilt give me news
about my loye.

Sweetheart of thy beloved ! say not beloved, beloved, for thy beloved also hath
fallen captive to a young tamorin.

Alas ! what is that country and that land like, and what the young tamorin.
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Her body is delicate and her face is fair, and humble bees keep humtning round

herhair (so sweet is it).

Poison will I pound and venom will I eat, for he hath set that wanton before me.
Das Bulaki sang this ghato at a fit season, saying it, singing it, and her freinds

consoled the deserted one.

The following fable is a fair sample of those given in Part I :—

Once upon a time somewhere a river rose and an earthen pitcher and a brass one

were floated away. The brass pitcher said to the earthen, " Come along close by me
and I'll take care of you." The earthen said, " The WOTds which you have spoken are

excellent, and I shall always be grateful to you and sing your praises for them ; but, if

you ask the truth, (I must confess to) this fear, that from the motion of the wave I may
perchance be knocked against you. Now it I remain apart from you, while I am thus

washed hither and thither, I will reach the bank somewhere ; but if I meet you and

anywhere accidentally knock against you, my belly will be burst." True it is i—

ffope in the great, hut go not near them.

" THE ENGLISHMA.N."

nth April 1884.

Mk. G. a. Grierson, of the Civil Service, has completed the work which

he began so well, many months ago, of trying to formalise the Bihari

language as spoken by the people in Bihar in general into a language that

ooiild be used in the courts and understanded of the people by publishing

grammars of the dialects and subdialects of that language. These grammars

win appear in seven parts, of which we have at present received three. The

advantage, of the system adopted by Mr. Grierson' is that not only does he

fully show, in the different numbers of his grammars, the variations of the

dialects of the different tribes inhabiting various paits of Bihar, but by

neatly executed maps he shows in different colours the localities in which the

dialects are used. Some years ago Mr. Beames, who was then employed in

Bihar, published a grammar of the Bhojpuri dialect, but this is now out of
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print, so Mr. Qrierson's grammar would have .to be accepted as the authentic

source of information regarding the language. Although the different

dialects may not differ very much in their spoken form, there is sufficient

difference to establish the fact that they are not one and the same. This

distinction without a difference Mr. Grierson's grammars fully point out,

and there can be no doubt that they will be found most useful by all officers

employed in Bihar. The scope of the work is, the author tells us, so arranged

that the grammar of each dialect or subdialeet shall be, so far as is possible,

uniform with the others. The series consists of seven grammars, arranged

as follows :

—

(1) No. 1 refers to the Bhojpuri dialect of Shahabad, Saran, Cham-

paran, and North Mazaffarpur.

(2) No. 2 refers to the Magadhi dialect of Gaya and South Patna.

(3) No. 3 refers to the South Maitluli dialect, mixed with Bhojpuri,

of Central and South Mazaffarpur.

(4) No. 4 refers to the South Maithili dialect of South Darbhanga,

North Mimger, and the Madhepura subdivision of Bhagalpur.

(5) No. 5 refers to the South Maithili dialect affected by the

Magadhi of South Munger.

(6) No. 6 refers to the Maithili-Bangali of South Bhagalpur.

(7) No. 7 refers to the Maithili-Bangali of Central and Western

Pumiya. In Eastern Pumiya a dialect of Bangali is spoken

which is not represented in these grammars.

Mr. Grierson, whose work, beyond the cost of printing, has not cost the

Government a single pice, is well deserving of some particular recognition

for his philological services.
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" THE BEHAE HEEALD."

22ncl April 1884.

The Language of Behar and Nokthern India.

We owe an apology to Mr. Qrierson for not being able to notice earlier

tbe first three parts of his " Seven Grammars of the Dialects and Subdialects

of the Bihari Language " which we have received. The first part contains

a general introduqtion to tte whole series. Part II treats of the Bhojpuri

dialect of Shahabad, Sarun, Ohamparun, North Mozufierpore, and the eastern

portion of the North-Western Provinces, and Part III of the Magadhi dialect

of South Patna and Gaya. In the historical sketch prefixed to the book,

Mr. Grierson finds objections to the use of the word " dialecft" in its popular

acceptation to the various forms of speech spoken of above. He says :~^" There

is this other grave objection against the use of the term ' dialect ' that this

term, as popularly (though not scientifically) accepted, necessarily presup-

poses the existence of some one closely connected form of speeoh to which

the dialects can be referred as a standard." With all our respect for

Mr. Grierson's scholarship in'Hindi, we cannot bring ourselves to agree with

him on this point. We are of opinion that all the various forms of speedi

prevalent in different parts of Behar and the North-Westem Provinces are

but dialects of one language, and can be referred to literary Hindi as a stan-

dard. This literary Hindi may not be very rich in its literature, but it

exists aU the same and furnishes the common standard by the light of which

all of them are to be viewed and examined. The Eamayan of Toolsidas and

the school-books taught in the educational institutions of the country Supply

instances of this literary tongue. The language of the Muggerpal ryot or

the Shahabad shopkeeper may be as different from that of the Ramadan

as the language of Sam Weller from that of The Pickwiek Papera or of Dandie

Dinmont from that of the Quy Mannering. But this we think is hardly a

reason to consider that the Eamayan typifies a language entirely distinct

from that of Monair or Bhabuah. Our own view on this subjeof is that the

ooUoquial forms of speech treated of in Mr. Grierson's grammar, as also

those which he calls " the Hindi dialects," are all but different varieties of

the same language. The dialect of Dorset differs in many particulars from
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that of York, some of them as material as those in whioh the Behari and

Hindi disagree. The language of common parlance being more subject,

from the very conditions under which it exists, to phonetic deca)' and dialectic

reg:eneration, is far less inflexible in its character than the literary dialect,

which in time is stereotyped from the fact of its being reduced into writing.

And where the geographical area over which it extends is considerable, differ-

ences spring up much sooner and are more numerous than in comparatively

shorter tracts of country. It will be as reasonable to say that because a

Shahabad cultivator would use the provincialism "ghor'wa" for "ghora"

(horse) or pronounce the Hindi word " langoti" as " nangot," the Magadhi

and Hindi are not dialects of the same language, as it would be to hold

that because a low-Londoner would pronounce horse and education as orse and

heddication that they are not speaking English. Similar provincialisms are to

be found in all languages. They occur in the Bengali. As an instance of

the difference in pronunciation between the Behari and Hindi languages,

Mr. Grrierson cites the verb xr^, meaning " to fall," and says that Behari

has often T where Hindi has ^. This word, he points out, is pronounced

as TTT^ " parab " in the Behari, while the t is changed into ^ in

Hindi. The self-same divergence, however, is to be found in different parts

of Bengal. Some of the Eastern districts invariably pronounce the letter

^ of the literaiy Bengali as 5. We are not sure, however, whether the same

invariability is observed in the pronunciation of this letter in all the

dialects of Behar. In Patna, at any rate, the word " parab " is always

pronounced as '^^^^^ as in the Hindi. Another very frequent provincialism

met with in various parts of Bengal is to be found in the interchange of n

(N) into ?t (L) and vice versd, the word C"^'l?»1 being pronounced by the common

people as c«^^1 and *^'^^ as ^l^^l Such discrepant pronunciation thereforo

can hardly be considered as a well-defined characteristic demarcating one

language from another. More curious changes of pronunciation than any

pointed out by Mr. Grierson are known to take place in the BengaK as we

pass from one district to another. In some parts, of East Bengal the dental

7f (S) is changed into the aspirate ^ (H) as the Sanscrit ^ is changed

into ? in Zend and the modern Persian

—

Sindhia (from Sindhoo) being^

changed into Eindia, the primitive form of the modern India, by the followers

of Zoaraster, and the Sanscrit Saptam into the Persian haptam by their
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descendants. Another interesfing iliustration of this pecnliarity is to he

noticed in the derivation of the word " Ormuzd " as given hy Professor Max
Miiller. He says that it is a oontraotion of a form of Ahura mazdao to be

found in the cuneiform inscriptions of the age of Darius and Xerxes, which

latter phrase is itself traceable to the Sanscrit Asura medhas (the Wise

Spirit) . But we are digressing. Under the head of Derivation the book

before us, in noticing the peculiarities which, according to the difEerentiate

Hindi, from the cognate dialects of Behar, says " the singular possessive (or

genitive) of the personal pronouns has in Behari a medial o, but in Hindi

e ov &: thus Behaji mor, - thj,' but Hindi memu or marau. Compare the

Bengali mor. " But this Bengali mor should have suggested to the learned

author that the example he has cited does not indicate any material diversity

of character of the dialects referred to. Mor in Bengali is simply a contrac-

tion of the more generally prevalent word dmdr, and is only used by the

vulgar in some parts of the country. In Behar, moreover, the word mor is

not at all of general application. In Patna the word is very seldom if at

all used even by the common people. As this review has already run to the

length of an average newspaper article, we stop here for the present.

"THE SATURDAY REVIEW."

Dialects of Hindi.*

2nd May 1885.

Just thirty years ago the late Mr H. H. Wilson, in the Preface to his

Glossary of Revenue, Judicial, and Useful Terms, remarked that the peculiari-

ties of the Hindi dialects had never been investigated, and that we only had

a grammar of one of them, the Braj, which was somewhat meagre. He also

• Stvm drammari ofthe VialeeU and SubdiaUcU of the Bihiri Language spokm in the Province,

of Beiar, in the Eastern Portion of the North-Western Provinces, and in the Northern Portion of

the Central Provinces. In Pour Parts. Compaed, under the orders of the Govenunent of Bengal, by

Georos a. Gwsbson, B.C.S., Officiating Joint-Magistrate of Patna. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat

Press.
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said that " each province may be said to have its own form of Hindi, and in

Behar, Bhojpur, Benares, Brindaban, Delhi, various shades of it are known

under the appellations of Magadhi, the dialect of Magadha or South Behar;

MaithUi, that of North Behar or Pumea, and Tirhut ; Bhojpuri, that of

Bhojpur; Purbi, Eastern ; Braj Bhakha, or the speech of Braj, and others."

A more recent and high authority declares that it is not very easy to define

the exact limits of Hindi. It is said roughly to be spoken by eighty

millions of people, and to extend over nearly 250,000 square miles. Its

boundary on one side may be given as Nepal and the Terai. On the other

the Hindi crosses the river Nerbudda, enters the country of the aboriginal

Gonds, and touches on the TJriya and the Marathi languages. It is diflScult

to draw a line or prescribe a limit. Orientalists differ considerably as to its

schools, standards, and divisions or subdialeots. All that can be laid down

for certain is, that there is a Hindi literature of some extent, including such

old works as the Ramayana of Tulsi Dass and the Mahabharata of Qokulnath

;

that the character most in use is the Nagari or Sanskrit, written from left to

right; that, if we include the semi-Dravidian and semi-Kolarian dialects we

may count fifty variations ; and that any scholar with a fair stock of Sanskrit

will be able at once to master the most common forms of Hindi, and with a

little pains its grammatical and linguistic vagaries. Eesidence in a district

or Division, combined with a quick ear for pronunciation, can alone enable

an Englishman to imderstand the rustic speech of a Kurmi or an Ahir.

To a scientific investigation of the parent languages of India as well as of

their offshoots. Englishmen and some natives have both contributed. Such

works as the late Baja Badhakant's Sanskrit Dictionary and the Bengali

Dictionary of Earn Kamal Sen are well known. But the most prominent

class of explorers have been missionaries and members of the Civil and

Military services of the Government. Their labours have been most service*

.

able in what we may call the jungles and bypaths of oriental dialects.

Strange local terms, quaint sayings, current satirical songs, weights, measure-

ments, customs, have been collected, sifted, and compared by officials as a

mild sort of recreation after the real work of the day, or at scattered inter-

vals of leisTU'e. The native student is a lukewarm Gallio in these things.

No doubt much has been familiar to him from his childhood. But the high»

bom Pundit scorns the coarse language of the villager, and though under
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the direction of an Englishman his intimate knowledge of Hindu life can be

turned to a profitable account, it is to Englishmen that we owe most of the

oolledtions, vocabularies, and elementary works that bring home^l to the

average student the vast and comparatively untrodden field of exploration

that still lies before him in India.

Mr. Gfrierson, the compiler of the four little grammars before us, has

not been many years in the service ; for he has not yet attained to that

"enviable position, the charge of a district, with its two or three magisterial sub-

divisions, its million or two of Hindus and Mahommedans, and its multi-

farious duties. But he has certainly made a very good use of his time. To

some evident acquaintance with one of the classic languages of the East and

the more correct forms of the vernacular and spoken dialects, he adds a

mastery over the rude language of the agriculturist and an ability to superin-

tend the labours of Pundits and Inspectors of Schools. We are by no means

satisfied that Mr. Grierson's nomenclature is happy or likely to be perma-

nent. He argues apparently that there is no universal or paramount stand-

ard of Hindi to which every ofEshoot or dialectic variety can be referred, and

that the term Hindi ought not to be applied to that form of the language

which is spoken in Behar. We fear that this attempt to expel Hindi with a

pitohfork will end like many others. " Bihari " may be defensible on philo"

logical grounds. It might have been adopted by Imperial edict some time

before the reign of Akbar, had Mr Qrierson been then consulted, or had he

tilled the post of one of that emperor's lieutenants. But it will be' long

before Bihari finds its way into popular acceptation. The Mahommedans

of Lower Bengal obstinately persist to this day in applying the term Farsi or

Persian to the diluted Hindustani which they are in the habit of writing and

reading. Moreover, as Mr. Grierson subdivides his new language into many

branoheSj and does not, so far as we make out, set up any one ^gh standard

of " Bihari," there was every reason why he should have contented himself

with an original, a well-understood, and a by-no-means inaccurate philolog-

ical term, Hindi. His inquiries into the Hindi language as spoken in various

districts of the great Behar province have led him to the conclusion that it

was divisible into seven branches, of which he now gives us three—Bhojpuri,

Magadhi, and Maithiji or Maithil-Bhojpuri. The first term includes nearly

all the Behar districts north and east of the Ganges, and that of Shahabad.
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The second comprises South Patna aud Gja ; the third a part of Mozuffar-

pur, formerly known as Tirhut. We presume that he will eventually give us

other grammars for Hindi as spoken in Bhaugulpore and Monghir, which he

calls Hunger, and some day, perhaps, for Hazarihagh and the districts of the

South-West Frontier Agency. It is true that Mr. Grierson argues for some

radicail distinctions between the real Hindi or Braj Bhakha and his new bant-

ling the Bihari. He lays stress on pronunciation, on the declensions and

participles, and on the use or omission of the particle fie, on the conjugation

of verbs, on construction, and on the vocabulary. Pronunciation is surely a

weak argument. Every scholar of modern languages knows how differently

Italian is pronounced at Venice, Siena, and Naples ; French in Provence or

Picardy ; and German in Hanover or Switzerland. Need we mention the

difierence in speech between a Somersetshire and a Northumbrian peasant ?

Or, to take an illustration from another part of India not so remote from

Behar, has Mr. Grierson ever compared the Bp'eech of a boatman from Noa-

colly or Sylhet with that of a Kaibarto from Beerbhum ? He may rely on

it that he will be startled by the way in which one of these two speakers of

one common language, the Bengali, elides or alters consonants, and plays

havoc with verbs, moods, and tenses. Neither do peculiarities in the use of

nouns and verbs and their terminations seem to us sufHcient to make out his

case. Differences between weak forms and strong forms, long vowels and

short vowels, verbal nouns and postpositions, between one future tense which

ends in ab and another which ends in as. omissions and redundancies of tenses,

peculiarities in the formation of causal verbs and other queer metamorphoses,

merely show to our thinking that Hindi has more dialects or subdialects,

and branches out into more channels, than Orientalists had fully recognised.

Constructions and vocabularies may differ, but on analysing some of the

compiler's specimens we find them to differ more in appearance than reality.

All the same these commentaries with grammars and vocabularies will be
serviceable to juniors when shifted suddenly from Sasseeram and its soap

manufacture on the Grand Trunk Road to the subdivision of Kishengunge
in Poomea, under that useful and inexorable formula of the Secretariat,—
" the exigencies of the public service."

In the general student not expected to trouble himself too much about
the varying termination of the Hindi verbs, to remember all about vocalic
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roots and periphrastic tenses, and to say exactly where the Bhojpuri slides

into the Maithili dialect, more interest will be awakened by the specimens of

conversation between two villagers, the fables, and the songs sung at marriages

and other festive occasions. If not real gems and treasures, they are lively,

original, and illustrative of agricultural life. Some of them are fanuliar

enough. The dog with a piece of meat or bone in his mouth of which he

sees the reflection in the water ; the tiger that divides the stricken deer into

three parts and takes all three for himself ; the milkmaid indulging in visions

of wealth, who smashes her pot of curds to atoms ; the rich man who has one

idle and one industrious son; the farmer who, by the illustration of a faggot,

impressed on his children the fact that union is strength, and divers others,

are well known from .^sop's time in the nurseries and schools of the East

and the West. But some of the songs may be as new to many as the min-

strelsy of the border was when first discovered by Walter Scott. We select

specimens. The successive ceremonies of a marriage, the arrival of the bride-

groom at the bride's house, the scattering of rice, and the introduction of

the barber who cuts the nails of the happy pair, are well described in a blessing

sung at marriages. The bride is naturally compared to Sita. Gauri, the

wife of Shiva, and Granesa, are duly invoked, and jests are passed round, not

of the most delicate kind. The poet invokes all manner of happiness on the

couple and takes care that his own name shall not be forgotten. In a

climate wherb health, Ufe, and comfort depend on the regularity of the seasons,

songs of the whole year and of particular months have a peculiar significance.

Asarh (June-July) is a happy month as the beginning of the rains ; that the

next month, Sawan, should be " a fire of exceeding sorrow " has no meaning

unless we infer a failure of rain. It is everywhere jn Northern and Central

India, and in Bengal Proper, the wettest month of the year. Kartik

(October-November) is distinguished by bathing in the Ganges ; Pus or Pos

(December-January) by excessive cold and well-wadded qxiilts; Phalguu

(February and March), by the HoU and its repulsive red powder ; and Jeth

(May and June) by a hot wind that roars and howls and turns the atmosphere

into a furnace. The month of Chait (March and April) has several songs of

its own. It is an auspicious month for marriages. The hot season has set

in, and it is the time for Krishna to sport with the milkmaids in the woods

of Brindaban and Mathura. A young woman asks a crow for news of her
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beloved, and is told that he has heen captivated by another young woman
who sells betel-leaves, whereupon she threatens her rival with poison.

Another wife, not so ill-fated, watches anxiously for her lord and promises a

golden bracelet in return for good news of him. A third is very properly

apprehensive lest her faithless husband should be caught in the rain and

get wet through. A fourth boasts that the turban of her husband will shine

in the assembly of men like a sword in battle or the chalhwa fish in the lake,

which is rather an anticlimax.

Another song of the seasons makes the east wind to blow in Sawan, as

it often does ; the lakes and ponds to be filled with water in Bhadon, and

the cold season to be felt in Kartik, vs^hich it would be in any part of Upper

India as far down as Behar. A song in which one Churila is asked by a

wife to play the flute, and having first excused himself for fear of tlie dogs

and the watchman, at last yields to her importunities, would hardly com-

mend itself to an Inspector of Schools. The sequel is not decent, as the

minstrel, whom the frail one believes to be a prince, turns out to be a low-

caste Dosadli. A divided household is illustrated by one wife who complains

that she has to sweep the courtyard, draw water, and endure blows and

abuse, as if she were seven donkeys, while all the honour is paid by the

husband to her co-wife. Another faithful wife dressed herself in red and

Bouglit in vain for her husband at Gokul, Brindaban, and Benares, in tlie

jungle and in the mountains, and found him not, because all the time he

was in his own house. One young wife gets much abuse from her mother-

in-law for lier clumsiness in breaking the broom with which she is sweeping

the courtyard, and invokes the aid of her elder brother, who is supposed to

have a cooly with a load of new brooms ready to hand. The nectar or

drink of Eama is so powerful in one ditty that ordinary men become deaf

or die when they drink it. Only saints like Durab, JPahlad, and Mirabai

can swallow it; and Kabir Das, whom we take to be the poet himself, will

have to leave the'world if he drinks more of it. There is a flavour of anti-

quity about some of the above songs. Others clearly show that village bards

are not extinct, and that new songs are made regarding social and political

changes. The Maharaja of Domraon is a personage of consequence in the

district of Shahabad. He maintains, we find from Mr. W. Hunter, a

dispensary in bis native town at his own cost, and owns many villages. But
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when Koer Sing, described in the song aa the Babu, went a-hunting,, or, as

would have been said in Scotland, was "out " in the year 1857, and had a fight

with the English at Hetampur, the Maharaja did not come to his assistance,

whereat the hinds of the forest wept. A more recent song commemorates

the linguistic revolution accomplished, if we mistake not, by Sir G. Campbell

when Lieutenant-Q-OYernor of Bengal. The member for the Kirkaldy

Boroughs, with a benovolent despotism which his constituents may scarcely

credit, abolished the Urdu language and the Persian character in which it is

written by a stroke of the pen. We are sorry to say that in two songs

commemorative of his masterly stroke of business Sir George's name is not

actually mentioned. He is, however, introduced as the Lord Sahib to whom
the case was represented by Baboo Bhuban Deb Miikerji, a Kulin Brahman
of Bengal, Inspector of Schools, and now a Companion of the Indian Empire;

The consequence of his interview or correspondence with the Lieutenant-

Governor, for we are not told whioh, was that the language of the Javans or

Mahomedans was banished. The Nagari character was restored. Persian

books were to be sent to the spice-seller

—

in vicum wndentem thus et odores
;

forgeries, hitherto common in the Persian character, were prophetically to

cease when the Hindu could write in Kaithi or Nagari ; and all men were

invited to sing the praises of her Majesty the Queen by the poet Am.bikaj

who adds a prayer that her reign may last as long as the sun and the

moon.

In Part III of the Seven Grammars Mr. Grierson gives us some fifteen

pages of a vocabulary of the Magadhi dialect as spoken in Gaya and the

south of Patna. Many of the terms are expressive of agricultural customs,

rude domestic implements, garments, ornaments, insects, and articles of food.

The compiler is justified in saying that few of them will be found in any

Hindi dictionary. We can assure him that we have looked in vain for a

good many in the new and copious dictionary of Mr. Platts. There are

words which express the ox nearest the post in a threshing-floor, or the

animal on the right hand of the pair attached to a harrow. The word bes,

which Mr. Grierson thinks to be Hindi and translates as "all right," strikes

us as a mere corruption of the Persian bssh, " capital," " excellent." In

this sense we have known it constantly used. Galu in the vocabulary is

"false;" in Mr. Platts's, it is "boastful." Tapawan, similarly, is "wine."
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Mr. Platts interprets it as "a libation." There is perhaps not much differ-

ence between the two. Chev, ' to cut,' we should derive from the verb chedna

and not from katna, as Mr. Grierson does. He gives a number of meanings

to the word majhn. It is the angle on which the front of a cart rests;

ground-bait for fishes ; and a plaster of powdered glass applied to kite strings

by a kite-flier who wishes to cut his rival's kite. Mr. Platts gives the last

meaning only. Dah with Mr. Grierson is a ditch ; with Mr. Platts and with

other experts it is an abyss or pit. Nara is interpreted as straw. More cor-

rectly it is the stubble which remains on the field after the crop has been cut

by the sickle and carried away. The common word for straw is hichali. "We

have no doubt that the grammars of ^he remaining dialects will be marked

by the same diligence, accuracy, and method. But we must warn Mr. Grierson

against the snare of a captivating theory or the discovery of a new language.

We have compared his translated fable with the original in different dialects,

and his new classification of verbs, potentials, completives, frequentatives, and

desideratives, which, however ingenious, are merely old acquaintances under

new aspects ; as well as the vagaries of verbal nouns and grammatical forms,

and we see no reason to think they are other than mere dialectic varieties of

Hindi, mainly due to circumstances and places. But he has made a valuable

contribution to Hindi literature, the more remarkable because makers of

dictionaries have too often been unacquainted with village life ; and the

district officer, who knows that life thoroughly, has had no time to compile

even a vocabulary. Mr. Grierson is one who can get at the speech of rustics

and can put it into a shape for which scholars and pundits may be thankful.

« THE INDIAN ANTIQXJAEY."

1st July 1885.

Seven Grammars of the Dialects and Subdialects of the Bihari

Language. By G. A. Grierson, B.O.S.—Calcutta, Bengal Secre-

tariat Press, 1883.

These little volumes, four only of which have as yet appeared, show the

immense progress that has been made in the study of Indian dialects since
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I published my article on the Bhojpraxi dialect, seventeen years ago, in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (Vol. Ill, 1868). In the first place, it is

now clearly recognised that the term Hindi, as used by Europeans, is merely
a vague expression for so many of the Aryan dialects as have not heen
(iistinguished by territorial names. I had partially grasped this fact, though
not fully, when I w rote the remarks on p. 31 et seq. of Vol. 1 of my
Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India in J 872.

AH round the outer edge of Aryan India is a circle of kingdoms or provinces;

Bengal, Orissa, MahEirS.8htra, Gujarat, Sindh, PanjS,b, Nep^l ; and the
" Indian," or, as the Muhammadans called it, the Hindi, spoken in each of

these places came by degrees to be called Bengali, Oriya, Mardthi, and so on.

But in the centre there remained a vast area for which no special name
was found : it was merely Hindi, and its language or languages were all

merely Hindi. It has long been known that under this general term were

included forms of speech differing very widely from each other, and it only

remained for some scholar to enquire into the subject and classify these

various forms, referring them to their proper relationships; Mr. Gxierson

has done this for the Eastern part of the hitherto undefined area, and he

has therefore a perfect right to give a name to the form of speech whose

independence he has successfully established. Indeed, it is highly probable

that had the province of Bih^r, like the neighbouring province of Bengal,

maintained itseK in independence of the crown of Delhi for any length of

time, its language would have been called BihS,ri many centuries ago.

In the second place, the researches of Dr. Hoemle into the obscure

subject of the Prakrit dialects have placed it beyond a doubt that these

forms of speech fall into two groups, called respectively M^gadhi and

SaurasSnl ; the former being the elder of the two and at one time prob-

ably the only language of Northern India, the latter and younger having

gradually extended from the west eastwards and pushed the older language

before it, tUl the domain of Mlgadhi lay entirely to the east of a line

drawn north and south through Benares, though its influence on the

Sauras^nl resulted in the growth of a mixed dialect called Arddha-M&gadht,

which seems to have extended far to the west. At a later period M^gadhi

pushed to the south-west through the Mar^th^ country, but in the valley of

the Ganges it never seems to have got much further west than the longitude
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of Benares. From this it follows that the dialects spoken in Bihar have

very much less connexion with those spoken in the western parts of the

loosely-defined and misleadingly-designated " Hindi " area than they have

with the other speech forms of Magadhi origin, such as Bangali and Oriya.

While, however, I fully agree with Mr. Grierson in separating BihS,ri

from the so-called Hindi, I feel a little difficulty in following him when he

divides his newly-discovered language into so many as seven dialects. Indeed,

he himself seems rather doubtful on this point, for he admits on p. 15

of the Introduction that there are in reality only three dialects—Bhojpuri,

Maithili, and Mdgadhi, and his seven grammars are, or are to he, made up

by giving, in addition to these three, four mixed forms, such as Maithili

affected by MS,gadhi, Maithili-BangS,li, and so on. All this extremely fine

classification and subdivision, though it entitles Mr. Grierson to high rank

among scientific philologists, is rather out of place in hand-books intended

to teach oflScials the patois of their districts.

When one comes to look even at the three leading dialects, one finds

them so very much alike that a grammar of any one of them would almost

be a sufficient guide to the whole group. Take for instance the pronouns.

That of the first person may be summarised as follows :

—

KoMiNATivB. Oblique.
I ^ I >

Short form. Long form. Shortform. Long form.

Singular,"!" . . men. ham. mora. hamra.

Plural, "we" . . hamani, hamrani. hamani, hamrani.

The only deviations from this scheme are that men is not used in

Magadhi or South Maithili; that North Maithili uses moh as well as mora;

that Bhojpuri adds k& to hamani, and all the dialects use also ham sabh

and hamrd, sabh for the nom. and obi. plural respectively. The same

close similarity runs through all the parts of speech. Apart from this defect

of over-refining and over-classifying, which is a defect only in so far as it

tends to embarrass the practical student, these little grammars are as

complete and perfect as can be desired. The arrangement is admirable, being

both scientific and simple. The rules are clear and not too numerous,

and the examples well chosen and carefully worked out. As none of these

languages possesses any literature (with the exception of Maithili, which'
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has a little poetry), there is no recognised standard of speech for any o*

them, and it is therefore inevitable that there shotild be many varying forms

for every person of every tense. Mr. Qrierson's trained musical ear has

enabled him to detect a very large number of these variations,—very many

more, in fact, than are apparent to the ordinary"observer ; and all of these

are very fully given. It would have been well if some effort had been made

to select for each person or tense one form,, to be considered as the standard

form, from which the others should be held to be deviations. By this means

the vagaries of rustic pronunciation might by degrees be reduced into

maaageable limits.

Specially noteworthy is the attempt to indicate several fine distinctions

in vowel sounds by signs borrowed from the Gurmukhi character—a measure

in which Dr. Hoernle took the lead, and which, it may be hopedj will

become general.

JOHN BBAMES.

" THE ATHBN^UM.

"

25th July 1885.

Seven Grammaks of the Diaiects and Subdialects of the Bihabi

Language. By G. A. Gkieeson. Parts I—IV.

The enthusiastic Professor Garcin de Tassy close upon sixty years

ago laid down a broad distinction between Hindi and Hindu!, comprising

under the latter denomination the more archaic literary forms of the

Hindi language in which the poems of Chand, Sdrd^s, Tulsidas, and

others, and the hymns of the mediseval reformers were composed. It

is only within the last fifteen years that, upon a better acquaintance with

the numerous Tarieties of Hindi speech, that distinction has been abandoned,

and the various languages, dialects, and subdialects spoken within the

Hindi area have gradually been classed according to a more scientific

arrangement. The investigations of Dr. Trumpp (* Sindhi Grammar,'

1872), Dr. Hoende ('Essays on the GaneJian Languages,' 1872-74), and the

Eev. S. H, Kellogg (* Hindi Grammar,' 1876), and his own continued

labours in this field, enabled Mr. Beames to work up in the latter part of
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his ' Comparative Grammar ' (1872-79) a mass of fresh material, while Dr.

Hoernle's ' Gaut^ian Grammar ' (1880) laid a solid foundation for all sub-

sequent researches on the dialects of Eastern Hindi, and pointed out the

wide gulf which separates them from those of the "Western Hindi group.

Mr. G. A. Grierson, aided by Dr. Hoernle, has since devoted his studies

exclusively to the Eastern Hindi dialects, which are spoken by some fifty

to sixty millions, over an area extending west to east from Benares to

Purniyd and north to south from the Himdlayas to Jabalpur. These

dialects are comprised by him under the general name of Bihdri, and

embrace the Maithili, Bhojpuri, and Mdgadhi, each again with various

local subdialects. The Asiatic Society of Bengal a few years ago published

his grammar, chrestomathy, and vocabulary of Northern Maithili ; and the

Government of Bengal subsequently commissioned him to compile for the

use of the Bihdr officials a series of grammatical manuals of the other local

dialects spoken throughout those parts, which differ from one another far

more in grammar than in vocabulary. The first half of this series, consist-

ing of an introduction and grammars of the Bhojpurf, Mdgadhi, and South

Maithili dialects, is now before us. Of these the first-named covers the

largest extent of country, running from the Himalayas down to Jabalpur

in the Central Provinces ; it has few local varieties, and possesses no liter-

ature ; neither does Mdgadhi, which is spoken throughout the south of the

Patna district, the whole of Gay^, and the north of Ohutid Ndgpur. None

of its peculiarities appears to point to its descent from the Magadhi of the

Southern Buddhists or the scenic Prakrit of that name. Maithili, spoken

in its greatest purity in the northern half of the Darbhang4 district and

in the Supaul subdivision of North Bhdgalpiir, is the least developed of the

Bihdri dialects; and as "it still retains many old forms which have been

lost by the two other more advanced dialects," it is specially worthy of the

attention of philologists, " as offering a key to a number of grammatical

puzzles which would otherwise remain unsolved." We may well say that

these valuable monographs mark altogether a new departure in modern

Indian philology, and we are glad to have received within the last week or

two the first instalment of the great Bihari Dictionary which Mr. Grierson

and Dr. Hoernle have had in hand for some years.
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THE "LITERARY WORLD."

22nd January 1886.

Thb Bihaki Language.*

DiAiECTS of what has been conveniently called the Bihari language are

spoken in the province of Behar, in the eastern portion of the North-
Western Provinces, and in the northern portion of the Central Provinces

of India. These districts aU lie along the Ganges and its affluents. They
are administered by British officials, who axe supposed to be sufficiently

qualified as regards matters linguistic when they have passed an examination

or two in Hindustani or Bengali, according as they belong to the Local
Government of Upper or Lower Bengal. But when these officials come to

have dealings with the natives they are, at first, at a loss how to address the

latter, who, apparently, speak neither language. For many years past

Mr. George A. Grierson, of the Bengal Civil Service, has devoted his leisure

to the study of these local dialects and subdialeots. The importance of the

subject led the Bengal Government in 1881 to depute Mr. Giierson to

compile a series of Bihari grammars, and the first part of these was publish-

ed in 1883. Since then four other parts have been issued, and two more
making seven parts in all—are to come. Each part, in reality, represents

a separate grammar, the method adopted diEEering from that used in

Dr. Hoemle's " Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages," which

was the first attempt at reducing them to rules. The historical introduction

with which Mr. Grierson commences the series is a valuable contribution to

Oriental philology. He traces back the numberless dialects now existing in

Northern India to two Prakrit languages which divided that immense area

between them, and both of which could boast of possessing literatures. One
of these, the Sauraseni language, is preserved for us in the Sanscrit plays, and
Magadhi, the other, is also found in them, although to a lesser extent. The
two differed as much as do French and Italian. Some useful maps are given

to illustrate the origin, and also the present distribution of languages and
dialects.

• Seven Grammars of the Dialects and Subdialeots of the Bihari language. Parts I V. Bv
Geobqb a. Gbibbson, B.C.S. Triibner and Company. 2i, 6d. each Part.












